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Abstract
Tax-free employee transit benefits emerged in the 1970s along with monthly pass
plans and evolved over a 30-year period to be an important part of transit marketing, transit revenue, and traffic mitigation strategies. Transit benefit plans succeeded
partly because they are an “offset” to employer-provided tax-free parking, an integral
part of transit’s market context in theoretical and practical terms. First authorized in
1984 at a tax-free monthly maximum of $15, transit benefit legislation was expanded
numerous times and now allows a monthly maximum of $230, equaling tax-free
parking. Indicating the effectiveness of workplace market development, transit benefit impacts greatly exceed what comparable changes in transit fare levels suggest. A
series of innovations for delivering transit benefits and unique public-private relationships provided ever-better ways to meet employer needs, and will continue to evolve
as transit fare collection methods advance.

Introduction
This paper summarizes underlying concepts, history, impacts, and status of “transit benefits,” a tax incentive strategy for involving employers in efforts to reduce
traffic congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, and energy use, by promoting public
transit use. Transit benefits—tax-free employer-provided benefits for public transport—is the government tax policy in which transit fares are a tax-free employer1
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and/or employee-paid benefit, delivered using an array of programs and services
provided to employers. Transit benefits are formally authorized under Section
132(f) of the United States (U.S.) Internal Revenue Code.

Economics and Free Parking
The first employer-based transit programs arose in the 1970s as transit agencies
began using monthly passes and sought primarily to have employers be supplemental pass sales outlets. For example, after Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority monthly passes were introduced, their popularity and the limited number of public sales outlets led many employers to become “private” sales outlets
for their employees. As passes and employer-based sales spread to other cities,
employers also were encouraged to pay for passes in whole or part. Used informally for years before, employer fare discount plans – transit benefits – were first
authorized by the Tax Reduction Act of 1984, with use limited to employer subsidy
of no more than $15 per month. Their use became popular in the late 1980s, and
through the 1990s appeal expanded rapidly as the tax-free maximum rose and an
employee-paid option and new administrative services were added.
Due to the tax savings and employee appeal, transit benefits are now used to
varying degrees in every U.S. city. They are a standard employee benefit in New
York, Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle and elsewhere. Reviewing pertinent
economic theory and transit’s overall market context helps understand how this
was achieved, and its importance.
National Personal Transportation Survey data show that for all purposes, free
parking is available for 99 percent of daily trips (Hu and Young 1998). The impact
of free or partly-subsidized work-based parking (Shoup and Pickrell 1980; Wilson
and Shoup 1992; Wilson and Shoup 1997) is one reason transit benefit tax policies were first established and later expanded by the government, and embraced
by employers. The public policy behind transit benefits can be understood using
the economics principle “theory of the second best,” formalized by economists
Richard Lipsey and Kelvin Lancaster in 1956. Free or subsidized parking is a market
“distortion” yielding social “externality” costs borne by third parties. These costs
include pollution, congestion, inefficient energy use, and many other direct and
indirect impacts of auto-focused policies. Density, largely reflecting the amount of
land devoted to parking, often defines the level of transit service that is viable. Hav-
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ing less transit service provided than otherwise might be can also be considered
an economic externality.
It is hard to understate the role of workplace parking policies in urban transportation. Free parking is a potent market distortion with profound effects on transit
demand, auto ownership, land use patterns, and home ownership decisions, such
as commuting distance or the choice between an apartment or single family residence. In short, it promotes low-density lifestyles that can even be linked (Owen
2009) to decisions about family size. Economists say that if market distortions
cannot be corrected directly, as a “first best” solution, introducing a “second
best” solution is appropriate. Transit subsidies in general and specifically transitpromoting tax incentives focused on the workplace are thus justified as “corrections.”
Free parking is difficult to address and not a solely American practice. In Canada,
England, and Australia where it is technically not authorized as a tax-free benefit,
for example, it is still widely provided by employers. For tax purposes, owing in
part to many direct and indirect ways parking subsidies are provided in different
settings, it is impossible to consistently identify parking costs or benefits, which
makes the provisions largely ineffective. For example, it is hard to place a value on
parking spaces adjacent to a building, especially if the number of spaces or building
setback is mandated by municipal code, or when customers and employees share
parking. For tax purposes, free and discounted employee parking is a ubiquitous
but elusive practice, especially in suburban settings. Even when employers do not
provide parking, the many other external/social costs of auto use justify favorable
tax policies for transit users, and given the determinant role of commuting decisions, a focus on employers is most effective.
Parking subsidy clearly promotes auto use, but existence of auto subsidies (even
just on-site parking spaces) also makes transit benefits attractive to employers.
For employee benefits, employers are very sensitive to equity and strongly favor
benefits that can be used by all employees. With many employees already receiving free or discounted parking, many employers embraced transit benefit plans as
they became administratively practical, partly due to pressure from transit-using
employees wanting commuting benefits “equalized.” The 30 years of U.S. experience with transit benefits shows that transit benefit plans reflecting employer
sensitivities—which foremost means they reflect employer concerns for simplicity
and equity—can be readily and successfully marketed. This also means that the
theory of the second best can work.
3
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Transit does not serve many employment sites, and in general far fewer employees
are offered tax-free transit than parking even where transit service exists. Yet in
some cities large shares of transit users get transit benefits. For example, a 2006
study (Bay Area Rapid Transit District 2006) reported that 43 percent of San Francisco’s Bay Area Rapid Transit riders work for employers offering a transit benefit
plan, an increase from 39 percent in 2003. The 2006 measure is 63 percent when
the data are adjusted to reflect only employed peak-period commuters. A series of
innovations caused this important change in the U.S. transit industry.

Experience to Date
U.S. transit benefits are provided in two alternate ways, and a third combines the
two. The initial application was “employer subsidy” for transit, with the practice
directly analogous to employer-paid (or provided) parking, where the expense is
borne by the employer.
The more recent and popular application has employees paying transit fares using
before-tax salary; deductions are made from gross salary before income or payroll
taxes are applied. This is a “pre-tax benefit” in the U.S. and “salary sacrifice” elsewhere in the world.
The third or combination alternative is “fare sharing.” Here, the employer pays
part of the benefit as a tax-free subsidy and the employee pays the remainder with
pre-tax salary. In practice, beyond the basic options, employers adopt numerous
variations to make their plan consistent with the employer’s overall benefits and
“corporate culture.” For example, employers might subsidize half of employee
fares or a flat amount such as $30 per month, or require participation for a certain
number of months. U.S. law allows many variations, which is surely an important
element in the acceptance the programs have had.
Table 1 summarizes key junctures in the evolution of transit benefits. It was formally established in U.S. tax code in 1984, partly to clarify the status of informal
practices known as “employer pass plans” existing in some cities. Some cities had
large pass plans, and it is notable that these cities had basically one transit operator, in contrast to other cities with multiple providers. In pass plans, employers
buy monthly passes (the programs being limited to passes is important) and sell
them to employees, sometimes at a discount ,with the benefit tax-free. The process can be complex; employers need to order the correct number of passes (often
more than one type), receive and store them, distribute them monthly, receive
4
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payments/co-payments from employees, return unused passes, pay the transit
operator (consignment sales were most common, with monthly reconciliation),
etc. Employees often change their requirement, e.g., for a vacation or month with
business trips or holidays. These administrative requirements gave pass plans limited use, except in a few cities such as Seattle and Boston, where they did become
popular with larger employers. Cities with complex transit networks (those with
multiple modes, operators, and zonal fares, as in New York and Chicago) did not
have pass programs, mostly due to the even greater burden an employer would
have. Employers with staff in multiple cities often could not provide comparable
benefits to all employees, so these employers most often did not participate.
Overall, few employers participated. Employer pass plans also are costly for transit
agencies to operate.
Table 1. Highlights of U.S. History with Transit Benefits
1970s
1984
1987
1990
1990s
1991
1992
1995
1998
2000
2002
2005
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009

Employer pass programs emerge
Legislation “codifies” use of transit benefits, allowing $15 per month
maximum benefit (“cap”); limited to employer subsidy
First transit voucher plan implemented in New York
First Eco-Pass plan implemented in Boulder and Denver
Self-supporting national transit benefit services emerge
Inflation adjustment raises transit benefit cap to $21
New legislation raises cap to $60 per month
Inflation adjustment raises cap to $65
Employee-paid pre-tax payroll deduction feature added
Executive Order mandates transit benefits for Federal employees
Monthly maximum benefit raises cap to $100
Inflation adjustment raises cap to $105
Inflation adjustment raises cap to $110
Inflation adjustment raises cap to $115
City of San Francisco adopts transit benefit ordinance
January: Inflation adjustment raises cap to $120
February: New legislation (2009 legislation limits the increase for two years)
raises cap to $230, matching the cap for tax-free parking.
Transit benefit ordinances adopted in California by City of Richmond, San
Francisco Airport Authority, City of Berkeley
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Despite limited use, the untapped promise in this area and market research findings showing over 80 percent of drivers entering lower Manhattan received some
type of employer auto subsidy (most often free or subsidized parking) led transit
agencies in New York to seek clarification of the practice in the tax code. As a
result, the 1984 legislation defined the transit benefit as a “deminimus benefit” and
established its maximum value at $15 per month. Focused program development
efforts began in New York City in 1984.
Regulations following the 1984 legislation allowed the benefit to be provided as
passes, tickets, tokens, or vouchers. Allowing vouchers (they had not yet been
used) reflected a desire to devise transit benefit plans in cities with more than one
transit provider, e.g., New York, San Francisco, Philadelphia, and Chicago. Vouchers were seen as a way for employer participation to be widespread and even
simple for most employers. Focus groups found administrative simplicity vital
to employer consideration of any fringe benefit. This supported the decision to
develop vouchers, as an employer pass plan in New York could require employers
to handle dozens of fare instruments for the many rail, bus, and ferry services and
different pass types and fare zones. In contrast, vouchers are script (in most cities,
specialized bank checks) that employers simply buy and give to employees, who
redeem them where all participating operators’ passes or tickets are sold. That
they do not expire from month-to-month also simplified administration. Figure 1
illustrates a transit voucher currently in use.

Figure 1. Transit Voucher
Focused purely on transit subsidy and piloted by a multi-agency effort of New York
City transit operators as a Federal Transit Administration demonstration project,
the first voucher plan began in 1987. The administrative advantages and simplicity
of vouchers enabled the plan to quickly find success. Compared to employer pass
6
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plans that sought primarily to have employers be pass sales outlets, private sales
outlets were not needed in New York , and the voucher plan sought what employers could uniquely provide: subsidy and tax benefits. It became clear that asking
employers to be sales outlets and provide subsidies meant that, in most cases,
they simply did not participate. Many transit pass plans also had minimum order
quantities, which meant, by definition, that small employers could not participate.
In contrast, according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Statistics on U.S. Businesses, 71
percent of U.S. employers have fewer than 20 employees.
While some cities developed local programs, scale economies and employer
willingness to pay nominal fees led nationally-focused transit voucher services
to emerge. Within a few years, “TransitChek®” and “Commuter Check®” vouchers served over a dozen cities. Transit agencies gained rides and revenue, and
privately-operated programs meant transit agencies had little if any expense.
Many provided marketing assistance, e.g., posters in buses and trains. The cost to
transit agencies of receiving and processing vouchers was generally minimal, usually negligible. As the vouchers were bank checks, they most often were received
and deposited by private sales outlets (e.g., groceries), with transit agencies not
even receiving them.
Vouchers had new features reflecting employer needs (Oram 1990). As a “least
common denominator” instrument, they were something all employees could use.
Employers usually did not have to worry about which one was for which employee;
they were essentially interchangeable and did not expire for over a year. The plans
were not limited to monthly pass users and avoided employee co-payment, a serious limitation of most employer pass plans. With vouchers redeemable for any
fare type, less-than-regular and even infrequent riders participate, which is critical
for many reasons. Keenly sensitive to equity, most employers simply will not adopt
programs if only some transit-using employees can participate.
Even if an employer adopts a program limited to passes, it yields far less new ridership than a broader plan. Research found induced transit trips resulting from
voucher plans most often reflecting non-users becoming occasional users and
occasional users riding more (Metropolitan Transportation Commission 1995).
Instances of non-users converting to regular users were rare. Consistent with
this, a “transit rider life cycle” was observed (Perk et al. 2008); on-board surveys
found that most riders began using transit for occasional work trips, and if they
continued riding—many did not—they increased their use and sometimes added
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off-peak trips. The studies also suggested transit benefits would diminish turnover
(rider attrition), which was found to be significant.
Transit commuters are typically thought to ride every day, but U.S. and Canadian
studies found less-than-regular riders comprising a large and often majority share
of transit commuters. A paper (Oram and Stark 1997) published by the U.S. Transportation Research Board reported these “surprising” findings and suggested that
transit marketing, advertising, pricing levels, and fare structure needed rethinking.
A national study (Federal Highway Administration 1997) stated, “Those who say
they use transit to get around constitute about 27 percent of transit riders, with
usual auto users who use transit only on an occasional basis constituting about 62
percent.”
To include these users, transit benefit plans cannot be limited to passes. For
example, if a pass costs $50 and an employer provides a $20 subsidy, employees
do not save anything until $30 in rides is taken; hence, most employees are left
out. Additionally, someone who already rides that much is unlikely or even unable
to ride much more. This suggests, counter-intuitively and unlike most employer
pass plans, that the most important target for a transit benefit plan is the less-thanregular and infrequent rider market segments. The role of infrequent riders means a
large share of employees can participate in programs not limited to passes. Rather
than serve relatively few and thus have less appeal to employers, vouchers can
serve most employees; over a period of a year, virtually all employees may be able
to use a $20 voucher, for example. This is vital, as most employers won’t adopt benefits serving few employees. Thus, serving infrequent riders is critical and arguably
the core reason that transit benefits gained wider use. Again counter-intuitive,
being able to serve the large number of irregular or even infrequent users “drives”
the success of a transit benefit initiative.
The market data above on the role of infrequent riders, supported by transit
benefit program experience, suggest that if infrequent use is not a primary focus,
employee participation will be less than half of what it otherwise would be. And
assuming at least five times the number of employers join simpler and broader
programs (based on experience, this is a conservative estimate), one can conclude
that a plan that accommodates infrequent users as well as pass users would have
at least 10 times the participation of a plan limited to regular (pass) users. Furthermore, as regular riders are far less able to expand transit use, the impact of a
broader program will be far more than a factor of 10.

8
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Being simpler, more equitable and applying to the “first dollars” of fares, vouchers profoundly increased interest in and impacts of employer transit programs. It
was a breakthrough that re-wrote the book. Voucher plans enrolled thousands of
employers in large cities and created a new ridership and revenue tool for mediumsized and smaller cities. Vouchers changed a peripheral idea to an important part
of transit marketing and revenue generation strategies, and employer benefit
packages. Having the private sector operate the programs and provide substantial
marketing support also was critical and perhaps unique.
Compared to the pass plans that generally appealed to relatively few and mostly
larger employers, vouchers appealed to far more and were notably effective in
drawing thousands of small employers, where there was previously no participation. As employers need to stay competitive with their peers regarding benefits
and are especially interested in low-cost benefits, added participation and validation of the benefit by smaller and medium-sized employers prompted larger
ones to also enroll—a virtuous cycle began. Like infrequent riders, discovering the
role of smaller employers was another key to the expansion of U.S. transit benefit
programs.
Having found market appeal, transit benefit advocates succeeded over the years
in expanding the enabling legislation. In 1991, the $15 limit became $21 as an
inflation adjustment was adopted due to the demonstrated interest and resulting political pressure. Legislative changes brought further increases and massive
broadening of the provisions via the 1998 introduction of the employee-paid pretax option. One of the changes established a cap on parking benefits, which was
previously tax-free at any level. An Executive Order signed by President Clinton
established transit benefits for Federal government employees. A series of inflation
adjustments brought the cap to $115 in January 2008 and $120 in January 2009,
and as part of the 2009 Economic Stimulus Bill, transit and parking benefits were
equalized at $230 (at least until 2011). It took 25 years, from 2004 until 2009, for
the authorized transit benefit cap to reach parity with parking.
Table 1 noted EcoPass plans appearing in 1990. EcoPass began in Boulder and
Denver as a way to provide discounted fares, primarily for university students (in
some cities, it is called UniPass) but later for employers as well. They are almost
always limited to settings with one transit operator. EcoPass entails the university
or employer purchasing, under contract with the transit agency, annual transit
passes for all of its students or employees, at a discounted price. With free access,
experience has shown (Brown et al. 2003) that EcoPass generates considerable
9
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new ridership, regardless of a rider’s trip frequency. It does not build revenue, at
least initially, and can lead to added service requirements, but is very popular.
The EcoPass concept appeals partly because it entails no ongoing administration.
The initial intent was that the employer would subsidize the annual contract
amount, which would be a tax-free subsidy, but in many cases employers devised
an employee monthly co-payment so that the employer removed or diminished
its cost. The co-payment made EcoPass somewhat like the traditional employer
pass plan, though it was less than the normal pass cost. As the law changed, some
employers allowed the employee payment as a pre-tax deduction. EcoPass is primarily a marketing and fare collection plan and secondly a transit benefit option
and can have serious long-term net revenue implications (e.g., revenue growth less
added service requirements, and resistance to higher fares by employers). It was
important to drawing employers into transit programs, but except at universities,
is not likely to expand considerably.

Newer Services
With the market established, other innovations were equally important in
expanding transit benefit use and will be increasingly important going forward.
As internet commerce emerged, new transit benefit programs further tailored
the transit benefit to employer needs. Vouchers did not appeal to many larger
employers (although many do use them, e.g., the U.S. Government) and also were
not well suited to needs of employers with offices in different cities. For these,
“on-line/at-home” programs were devised. Many larger and multi-site employers
disliked having to purchase, store, and distribute vouchers (which varied by city)
and wanted streamlined procedures to match employee fares with their payroll
systems. On-line programs, using websites taylored to reflect particular provisions
of the employer, enabled employees to specify their ticket/pass/voucher need for
the upcoming month or quarter, or set a standing order. Program administrators,
again self-supporting private businesses, provided the employer with a “payroll
file” tailored to the employer’s needs. When the employer made the payroll
deductions and paid the administrator for the fare media and service fee, the
administrator mailed the passes or vouchers to employee homes. Some employers
pre-pay an estimated amount to avoid delays.
The convenience of “at-home” programs gave transit benefits further market penetration, especially with larger employers. That the cost of this enhanced service
exceeded voucher fees was generally a subordinate consideration. Some employ10
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ers, however, opted for a voucher-only at-home service; as vouchers did not need
to be mailed every month, this was very economical. Based on a cost-per-fulfillment rather than percentage of face value as vouchers involve, at-home programs
gained a cost advantage as the monthly cap rose. A “direct load” to smart cards is
another and increasingly important feature.
Further growth resulted by integrating transit benefits with “third-party administrator” (TPA) services. TPA companies administer payroll, health, retirement, and
similar plans. Most large employers and many medium-sized and smaller ones use
TPAs. By drawing these “major players” into the transit benefit field, one can say
the transit benefit “came of age.”
Smart cards presented challenges but ultimately resulted in another opportunity
to expand transit benefits. The Washington, D.C. transit system led the way in this
area. Essentially, transit benefit value must be transmitted electronically to the
smart card administrator and each employee’s card. The on-line/at-home plans
did this, but not all employers found this model attractive relative to vouchers. In
general, integrating transit benefits with smart cards entailed significant complexities, as (like the early pass plans) most employers do not want to be involved in
details of employee fare payments. One informed observer noted that smart cards
and transit benefits were on a collision course. To avoid this, smart cards can be
integrated with transit benefits using a “virtual voucher” or “e-voucher” to marry
the appeal and efficiency of vouchers with the conveniences of smart cards and
the internet.
An e-voucher entails the employee receiving a unique “voucher” number for
one-time use on a specialized website, where the employee applies the value for
individual rides, a pass, etc. This meant the employer’s role could be even simpler
than with paper vouchers, as virtual vouchers are electronic and do not necessarily
require anything to be distributed. This is particularly attractive to employers who
do not use TPAs or do not want or cannot have an on-line ordering platform integrated with their payroll system. The e-voucher can have lower costs for employers
and transit agencies.
Being electronic, e-vouchers are not physically redeemed. The value is “contained”
in the number and not on a piece of paper where it may be printed. E-vouchers
can even be distributed simply as e-mail messages. Another important feature of
an e-voucher is that customer service is handled either by the transit benefit service provider or smart card administrator, with employers essentially uninvolved.
As smart cards are used in more cities, e-vouchers may become a core way to
11
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administer transit benefits, replacing paper vouchers, at-home delivery, and other
means. An e-voucher can avoid the transit benefit/smart card collision.
Debit cards are another way to deliver transit benefits in cities where fare vending
machines, ticket-by-mail plans and smart cards are used. The initial personalized
debit cards met market resistance. Some vendors, often TPAs using debit cards for
other benefits, felt debit cards would be the best way to offer transit benefits, but
their limited initial “pick up” affirms the key employer concerns for simplicity and
universality. Unlike vouchers, personalized debit cards associate a specific person
and card number with the requested value and “re-loads.” The debit cards also
required personal user information, which raised privacy and security issues. They
also entailed more customer service than vouchers.
Initial efforts with personalized debit cards proved that they would not be a sole
solution for employers or employees, and they did not gain significant market share.
Furthering this were Internal Revenue Service regulations issued in 2006 on the use
of transit benefit debit cards. The regulations phased-in restrictions to limit and
ultimately (in 2011) preclude their use in situations where employees might receive
cash from the card, e.g., retail sales outlets. This made debit cards less attractive than
vouchers, the majority of which are redeemed at retail outlets, or an at-home service.
Customer service issues also arose, many related to the non-transferable nature of
personalized cards, which is not a factor for vouchers. Many of the TPA vendors
withdrew their cards, but others with expertise in the transit industry made their
programs fully compliant and efficient for employers and users.
To avoid many of the personalized card issues, a streamlined non-personalized
debit card (“stored value card”) was devised; this is more popular but still has
re-loading, customer service, and other complexities. When used at transit fare
vending machines, debit cards also impose 2-3 percent transaction fees on transit
agencies and, as they are discarded after use, they create trash and environmental concerns. It remains unclear how important debit cards, in any form, will be
to the future of transit benefits. They are less attractive when most transit fares
are bought at retail outlets, but are needed in some cities and will likely be more
attractive as automated fare collection serves more cities and users.
Transit fare collection procedures vary greatly from city to city. This adds to the
varying preferences that employers have and means that a single solution for
administering transit benefits likely does not exist. What is efficient or attractive
in one city is often less attractive or unworkable in another. What one city sees as a
cost, such as debit card transaction fees that can be avoided with a retail sales net12
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work, may be accepted in another city as just a cost of automated fare collection
and offset by those benefits. Going forward, debit cards with embedded chips, cell
phone, and other emerging payment technologies may be important in fare collection, which means they also would gain use in transit benefit plans. As with the
current options, each will have pros and cons. Like employer-supported parking,
transit benefits likely will always be provided in numerous ways. Transit benefits
will hopefully become just as integrated as parking is as an employee benefit.
Table 2 presents the sequence in which the transit benefit administrative options
emerged. Most notable is their evolution regarding the employer’s key concern:
simplicity and administrative ease. Increased efficiency and thus participation
resulted when vouchers became the primary mechanism. EcoPass provided an
annual option. Further efficiency resulted as on-line programs emerged to meet
needs of larger and multi-site employers, and bring in TPAs. Debit cards are needed
and work well in some cities. Serving smart cards will yield further efficiency by
allowing the “tangible” elements and activities to disappear.
Table 2. Evolution of Transit Benefit Administration Options
1970s:
1987:
1990:
1990s:
1999:
2000:
2004:
2006:

Employer pass plans
Transit vouchers begin in New York
First EcoPass program begins
Transit vouchers used nationally
At-home programs emerge
Third-party administrator programs emerge
Debit card programs begin
E-voucher program begins

Tables 3, 4 and 5 offer opinions on the relative appeal, market impacts, and promise of the options now used. While vouchers gave transit benefits broad appeal,
integrating transit benefits with the constantly-evolving technology of fares and
benefits quickly became important and will be increasingly vital as transit benefits reach ever-more employees. In sum, a self-supporting industry with robust
services emerged to meet diverse employer needs and provide tax savings and
transit incentives to reduce auto use where such efforts are most effective, at the
workplace.

13
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Table 3. Relative Appeal of Transit Benefit Administration Options
Employer Pass Plans:
Voucher Plans:
EcoPass Plans:
At-Home Plans:
Third-Party Administrator Plans:
Debit Card Plans:
E-Voucher Plans:

Larger employers, generally located in one city
Initially smaller employers, subsequently larger
Generally universities and larger employers
Generally larger employers, often multi-city
Medium to larger employers, all cities
Large employers, often multi-city
Employers in cities with smart card fare collection

Table 4. Relative Impact of Transit Benefit Administration Options
Employer Pass Plans:
Voucher Plans:
EcoPass Plans:
At-Home Plans:
Third-Party Administrator Plans:
Debit Card Plans:
E-Voucher Plans:

Ground-breaking option but limited appeal and
only in some cities
Rapid growth into new markets, validated concepts
Substantial impact on ridership in a few cities
Substantial appeal in most major markets
Substantial appeal in most major markets
Appeal limited to cities where credit/debit cards
are accepted
To be determined as smart card fare collection
expands

Table 5. Future of Transit Benefit Administration Options
Employer Pass Plans:
Voucher Plans:

EcoPass Plans:
At-Home Plans:
Third-Party Administrator Plans:
Debit Card Plans:
E-Voucher Plans:

14

Use has declined and will continue to
Unclear; large markets still not penetrated but
conversion to new options occurring, esp. in automatic
fare collection cities
Unlikely to expand except in university or similar settings
Substantial growth likely
Substantial growth likely
Substantial growth likely as automatic fare collection
expands
Likely very important as smart card fare collection
advances
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Impacts of Transit Benefits
Conceptually, impacts of transit tax incentives can be projected using standard
measures of fare change sensitivity, or elasticities, observed from decades of fare
changes. Summarizing experience with price changes, Litman (2009) notes work
trips are especially insensitive to fare changes, reporting elasticities ranging from
-0.1 to -0.19. Assuming an average of -0.15, a 10 percent fare change would lead to
a 1.5 percent change in ridership. (The minus sign indicates the inverse relationship between fares and usage.) The -0.15 figure, however, is an average; different
measures for bus vs. rail, small vs. medium vs. large cities, urban vs. suburban
settings, fare types, rider categories, and other factors have been determined. In
considering transit benefit impacts, it is important to consider that a -0.15 average
figure also does not reflect significant differences in sensitivity shown by regular
vs. infrequent riders, e.g., a rider changing all trips to transit or just a few (Lewis
and Williams 1999; Tromer et al. 1995; Oram 1988, 1994). Also notable is that fare
change sensitivity is generally inverse to city size, suggesting transit benefits can
have more impact where auto use is greater. Still, the -0.15 work trip elasticity can
be used when considering changes over broad areas.
Using the -0.15 factor, Table 6 shows the transit ridership changes that transit
benefits would be projected to yield. The pre-tax benefit would yield a savings of
about 30-40 percent for most riders, resulting from savings in Federal income and
payroll taxes and state taxes. Using the -0.15 elasticity measure, a 40 percent savings would be expected to yield a 6 percent increase in transit trips (-0.4 * -0.15 =
0.06). The 30 percent savings would yield 4.5 percent more riding. A subsidy program, where an employer reduces its employees’ fares by 50 percent for example,
would be expected to build ridership by 7.5 percent (-0.5 * -0.15). Full subsidy of
employee fares, i.e., a 100 percent reduction, could be expected to yield 15 percent
ridership growth (-1.00 * -0.15).
Table 6. Elasticity-Based Projections of Transit Benefit Ridership Changes
Pre-Tax Benefit Tax Savings 		 Theoretical Impact
• 40% work trip fare reduction  
   -40% * -0.15 = +.060 = 6%
• 30% work trip fare reduction
   -30% * -0.15 = +.045 = 4.5%
Fare Subsidy Savings		 Theoretical Impact
• 50% work trip fare reduction
   -50% * -0.15 = +.075 = 7.5%
• 100% work trip fare reduction
   -100% * -0.15 = +0.150 = 15%
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The actual impacts of transit benefits are much greater than these elasticity projections suggest. Many studies have been done, in many different settings (major/
older cities in the eastern U.S., newer western cities, urban and suburban settings,
etc.). Subsidy as well as pre-tax plans have been evaluated. Sponsored by the
National Academy of Sciences, 22 of these local studies were reviewed and summarized by national studies done in 2003 (Transportation Research Board 2003)
and 2005 (Transportation Research Board 2005).

Subsidy Impacts
A 1994 study of the San Francisco Bay Area Commuter Check voucher program
(Metropolitan Transportation Commission 1995) was done before the pre-tax
option existed and thus considered only subsidy. Its general finding was that
transit use rose an average of 34 percent as a result of partial fare discounts, which
were normally just $20 or $30 per month and a maximum of $60. These programs
clearly had more impact than elasticities would suggest. It also found differences
in the level of new riding at San Francisco employers compared to those elsewhere
in the region. The average growth in ridership at San Francisco employers was 25
percent, but it was 43 percent at suburban employers. Most of the new use came
from non-users riding some and infrequent riders riding a bit more, and not as “full
converts” from auto to transit use. While regular riders were generally the “activists” that pressed their company to adopt the plan, the increased use primarily
came from other employees.
The very strong “infrequent use” impacts can be considered as follows. As most
employers provided fractional subsidies using vouchers requiring no employee
co-payment, transit use for a certain number of rides was free. That is, even though
a $20 subsidy might be just a 33 percent discount on a regular rider’s $60 pass,
its effect on infrequent usage would be stronger; in fact, it means free fares up to
a certain level. This simply indicates the very positive impacts resulting when a
transit benefit plan is designed with a focus on building infrequent ridership, and
expressly avoiding employee co-payment of any sort. As discussed above, this was
the major change that vouchers achieved compared to pass plans.

Pre-Tax Impacts
The newer and now more popular use of transit benefits is the pre-tax plan. This is
easier to analyze, as all employees, regardless of frequency, enjoy the 30-40 percent
16
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tax savings. The 40 percent savings and -0.15 elasticity factor suggest ridership
under these plans should grow about 6 percent (-0.4 * -0.15). However, the 2005
national study (Transportation Research Board 2005) reported ridership gains of
3 percent to 155 percent and an average gain of 39 percent. While this figure is
similar to the findings of the 1994 San Francisco study’s findings, which generally
reflected $20 and $30 subsidies, the 2005 pre-tax results reflected the higher benefit levels available at that time. Other things equal, impacts of employer subsidies
are notably higher than for pre-tax.

Interpretation
Why do transit benefits—either type or the combination—have so much more
impact on ridership than elasticity factors project? One suggestion reflects the
larger increases seen at employers outside San Francisco vs. those in San Francisco.
The greater “induced use” in suburban areas is consistent with elasticity data
showing larger response to fare changes in smaller cities and the greater incidence
of free parking “distortions” in suburban areas. Parking is virtually always provided
free in non-urban settings in the U.S. If the existing auto subsidy was offset by the
transit benefit plan, it suggests the theory of the second best as an explanation. As
parking subsidies are far less common within San Francisco, there was less distortion to offset, meaning less of an immediate increase in use.
Perhaps the results are just different from the -0.15 elasticity average. As noted
above, infrequent riders have very different elasticities than regular riders. And
there are no elasticity data predicting riding changes specifically when free parking
is available. Both of these explanations further suggest the importance of transit
benefits.
Relative to general fare-level changes, a primary focus on existing transit riders and
the lower results that elasticity projections suggest, it appears that the workplace,
where all commuters can be directly marketed, is simply the best place to focus
fare incentives and promote transit use. Employers have special abilities to encourage or discourage transit use; the tax savings provided by transit benefits thus elicits employer support in other tangible and intangible ways. Many employers, for
example, direct staff time to promoting transit use or provide other types of transit marketing support, realizing it is a good employee benefit with valuable results
for the employer (recruiting and retaining staff, productivity, parking savings, etc.),
in addition to tax savings. Transit use becomes part of corporate culture, a positive
17
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part. Transit benefits help companies be seen as “sustainable” and a good place to
work; the “Best Workplaces for Commuters” program was developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to provide this recognition.
By delivering employer support, transit benefits improve transit’s overall market
context, diminishing the typical bias favoring auto use. The theory of the second
best works! As commuting often determines car ownership and home location
decisions, one can argue that workplace marketing of transit, and thus the transit
benefit, is vital in re-framing transit’s market position. Even from a short-term
focus on transit ridership and revenue maximization, the argument for increased
attention to transit benefits is compelling.
The best evidence of the broad support transit benefits now enjoy and the continued promise for substantial impact is the adoption of municipal ordinances mandating the use of transit benefits by employers with 20 or more employees in 2008
and 2009 by four municipal governments in the San Francisco Bay Area: City and
County of San Francisco, City of Richmond, City of Berkeley, and the San Francisco
Airport Authority. The latter affects numerous airlines, food service, and other
large airport employers and includes a $200-per-day fine for non-compliance. It
is notable that all of the local Chambers of Commerce supported their respective
ordinances, as did other business groups. That the transit benefit provides tax
savings to employers and employees, and requires minimal administration, likely
offsets the natural opposition of business groups to new regulations.
This new regulatory dimension will surely yield massive expansion of transit benefit use. If replicated widely, and especially where free parking is common, it could
fundamentally change transit’s market position.
Shoup (1992) and other transportation professionals support the “Parking Cash
Out” strategy that allows employees to elect more salary in lieu of a parking subsidy. While technically sound, this idea has not gained broad use, partly due to
added taxes employers and employees pay as a result of salary increases. Some
employers administer Cash Out on a daily basis, but it generally does not reflect
the infrequent use factor—that many employees prefer using transit some days
and driving on others and are thus reluctant to relinquish parking spaces. Cash
Out would be a “first-best” solution to the auto subsidy problem, but its limited
appeal suggests the “second best” transit benefit solution is a better one overall.
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What’s Next?
Transit benefit plans are popular with employers, employees, and government
policy makers, and have impressive results when designed well. Researchers and
most professionals in the transportation demand management (TDM) field
believe financial incentives are vital for employer-based traffic reduction programs
to have more than nominal impact. Reflecting the strong reluctance by employers
to charge for parking and the excellent match with “corporate culture” that transit
benefits can provide, many believe transit benefits are the most potent TDM measure that can have wide appeal. It’s a second best action, but appears to be the one
that can induce the most overall change. Transit benefits also can be a catalyst for
employer use of other TDM actions (such as guaranteed ride home programs or
flexible work hours), which can further and often dramatically magnify the overall
impact of transit benefits.
Whether one feels the lost tax revenue implicit in transit benefits is desirable likely
reflects one’s views about auto subsidies and transit overall. Yet it is not arguable
that, intentionally or not, public policy delivers auto-related subsidies, which
means transit also deserves subsidy as most, if not all, developed countries do.
Thus, the question becomes whether employer-based tax (user) incentives are a
cost-effective way to increase transit ridership and supplement general (capital or
operating) subsidies for transit systems. Broad evidence suggests they are. Some
economists believe “user side” subsidies are always preferable to “supplier side”
subsidies.
At every level, automobile subsidies are ingrained in American transportation.
Just at the worksite, free parking and auto subsidies are provided in myriad ways:
company-provided cars, on-site parking in lots and structures, parking provided
at third-party locations, company-paid parking subsidies, employee-paid pre-tax
parking, etc. As reviewed here, over the past 30 years, the transit benefit evolved
to compete quite well, with a robust set of products: pass plans, vouchers, EcoPass, on-line programs, smart card programs, e-vouchers, debit cards, stored value
cards, etc. By tailoring programs to the varying needs of employers, transit benefits have offset at least some of the effects of free parking. In sum, it appears that
employer-based transit incentives are one of the best ways to promote transit use,
due to their demonstrated broad appeal, their ability to directly offset the auto
subsidies in place at most worksites, and the long-term benefits that offsetting
such subsidies can deliver.
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The new “transit benefit industry” is also a notable and profoundly successful
example of public-private cooperation, delivering new transit marketing resources
from employers and transit benefit administrators. It is estimated that three million U.S. transit users now participate in transit benefit plans nationwide. This is
an impressive achievement, but the opportunity for further market penetration
remains enormous. Free parking is still the rule, and transit benefits are not offered
at most employers. That the current $230 transit benefit cap equals the parking
cap, or that an array of transit benefit service options now exists, does not mean
there has been substantial impact on the basic land use, transportation investment, or other dimensions of our automobile subsidy culture. Still, huge advances
were made and the first 30 years are just that … the first 30 years.
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Planning for Demographic Diversity:
The Case of Immigrants and
Public Transit
Evelyn Blumenberg, UCLA Institute for Transportation Studies
Alexandra Elizabeth Evans, Louisiana Recovery Authority

Abstract
This research examines the significant effects of immigration on transit use. Drawing on
data from the U.S. Census, we examine how the enormous influx of immigrants to California has altered the demographics of transit commuting in the state and contributed
importantly to a growth in transit ridership. California immigrants commute by public
transit at twice the rate of native-born commuters, comprise nearly 50 percent of all
transit commuters in the state, and are responsible for much of the growth in transit
commuting in the state. But over time, immigrants’ reliance on transit declines. Transit
managers would be well advised to plan for these inevitable demographic changes by
enhancing transit services in neighborhoods that serve as ports to entry for new immigrants, those most likely to rely on public transportation.

Introduction
Immigration to the U.S. continues to change both the size and composition of
the nation’s population. Although dispersing over time, immigrants remain highly
concentrated in particular states and metropolitan areas. In 2008, 22 percent of
all legal immigrants to the U.S.—almost one quarter million (238,444) persons—
settled in California, a figure substantially larger than for any other state (U.S.
Department of Homeland Security 2008). Census data show that the foreign-born
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population now comprises more than one quarter of the California population
(26%), with Latinos the dominant foreign-born group in the state. Most analysts
predict that the elevated immigration rates of the 1990s will slow (Passel and Cohn
2008; Myers et al. 2005), but continued immigration coupled with the already substantial size of the immigrant population will affect the American demographic
landscape for years to come.
The recent political focus on immigration reform has sparked interest among both
policymakers and the public in the costs and benefits associated with a growing
immigrant population. Numerous studies have examined the economic, social,
and cultural trajectories of immigrants in the U.S. However, academic scholarship
on the relationship between immigration and daily travel is sparse, particularly
regarding public transit use upon which recent immigrants tend to heavily rely.
In this study, we examine the impact of immigrants on public transit commuting
in California. We draw on data from the 1980, 1990, and 2000 Integrated Public
Use Microdata Series of the U.S. Census (Ruggles et al. 2004) to examine trends
in transit commuting in California by immigrant workers. We then use censustract level data from the 2000 Census Summary File 3 to examine the relationship
between immigrants and transit commuting, controlling for other factors that
influence transit use. Combined, these analyses demonstrate the important role
of immigrants in both maintaining transit ridership as well as in predicting areas
within metropolitan areas that are likely to have the highest rates of transit commuting.
However, with time in the U.S., transit use among immigrants declines. Recent
immigrants today are less likely to use transit than recent immigrants in previous decades. Holding all else constant, these patterns coupled with the predicted
slowdown in immigration likely will have a negative effect on transit ridership. We
conclude from this analysis that transit managers would be well advised to plan
for these inevitable demographic changes. One way in which transit agencies can
address the potential loss of immigrant riders is to better meet the needs of newlyarrived immigrants by enhancing transit services in neighborhoods that serve as
ports of entry for recent immigrants.

Immigrants and Transit Ridership
As the schematic in Figure 1 suggests, immigration’s effect on transit ridership
operates through a number of demand- and supply-side factors. At a macro level,
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immigration contributes to population and employment growth and, therefore,
to transit ridership. At a more micro level, studies show that immigrants are more
likely to travel by public transit than native-born adults. Yet despite immigrants’
disproportionate use of public transit, the evidence suggests that immigration’s
contribution to transit ridership diminishes over time, as immigration to the U.S.
slows and immigrants gradually assimilate to the auto-oriented travel patterns of
the native born.
Immigration positively affects population size, which, in turn, correlates with
transit demand. Studies show that public transit ridership is positively related to
population size since larger cities or metropolitan areas have a greater number
of potential transit riders (Taylor et al. 2009; Kain and Liu 1995, 1998, 1998). In
recent years, immigration has had a substantial effect on the size of the California
population. Immigration accounted for less than 10 percent of the state’s population growth in the three decades prior to the 1970s; however, this figure rose to
almost 50 percent, becoming the dominant factor in population growth in more
recent years (McCarthy and Vernez 1997). With the slowing of immigration since
2002, natural increase (that is, the increase in population due to births minus
deaths) has become the major source of population growth. In 2005, 64 percent
of California’s population growth was due to natural increase, with the remaining
36 percent attributed to net migration (California Department of Finance 2006).
Immigration also expedites the natural increase in the population in cases where
immigrants have higher birthrates than the native-born population. In California,
the birthrates among Hispanics and Asian immigrants are significantly higher than
those of the native-born (Hill and Johnson 2002).
Aggregate transit ridership levels are linked to the health of the economy, which
many economists argue is enhanced by immigrant labor (Council of Economic
Advisors 2007). However, the economy’s effect on transit ridership can be contradictory. Economic prosperity increases employment and employment rates,
which, in turn, generate additional commute trips (Taylor and McCullough 1998;
Taylor et al. 2009; Kain and Liu 1995, 1998, 1998), some of which are likely to occur
on public transit. At the same time, a robust economy generates positive income
effects, enabling some transit-dependent families to purchase and drive automobiles, thereby reducing their reliance on public transit (Lave 1992).
Residential location is similarly important to transit ridership, as locating in areas
of greater population density implies better access to transit supply and higher
levels of transit use (Cervero 2002; Kain and Liu 1999; Ming 2006; Taylor et al. 2009;
25
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Transportation Research Board 1997). Dense development reduces distances
between trip origins and destinations, increasing transit’s appeal to potential
users. Immigrants have established dense urban neighborhoods; often termed
“ethnic enclaves,” these neighborhoods contain clusters of immigrant residences,
businesses, services, and institutions that cater to the needs of particular ethnic
groups (Logan et al. 2002). Such clusters most often are located in central-city
neighborhoods where housing is relatively affordable and transit networks extensive. As immigrants assimilate, many relocate to the suburbs—sometimes even to
suburban ethnic neighborhoods—where transit service tends to be more limited,
travel distances are greater, and cars thus become a superior mode of travel (Blumenberg 2009).
Demographic characteristics further relate to transit use, which is highest among
those with limited or no access to automobiles because of age, income, or disability (Polzin et al. 2000). Sex, race/ethnicity, and educational attainment affect transit use, as women, racial/ethnic minorities, and those with less formal education
are more likely to use transit than other population groups (Rosenbloom 1998).
Direct causal relationships are difficult to establish, since many demographic
characteristics are highly collinear with both income and auto access. Like other
minority groups, immigrants cross many of the principal markets for public transit. They are more likely to be non-white and to have lower incomes compared
to native-born adults and, hence, are twice as reliant on public transportation
(Rosenbloom 1998).
For immigrants and native-born alike, transit demand fluctuates in response to
the time and monetary cost of transit’s principal substitute—the automobile.
Travelers tend to prefer the automobile to public transit in terms of comfort, reliability, travel time, and flexibility and, therefore, are willing to pay more to drive
than to take public transit. In general, transit use is negatively related to automobile access (McFadden 1974; Taylor et al. 2009); census data show that zero-vehicle
households are almost six times more likely than households with cars to commute by transit. Income is one of the primary determinants of vehicle ownership
(Schimek 1996). Immigrants have higher poverty rates and lower incomes than
native-born adults, making the decision to purchase vehicles more financially
onerous for immigrant families as a group than native-born families (Chapman
and Bernstein 2003). More settled immigrant households—those who have been
in the U.S. 10 years or longer—are twice as likely as recent immigrant households
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to own vehicles; however, they are still half as likely to own vehicles as native-born
households (McGuckin and Srinivasan 2003).
Nevertheless, the transit-commuting patterns of immigrants differ from nativeborn whites, even controlling for income and other determinants of transit use
(Blumenberg and Shiki 2007; Blumenberg and Smart forthcoming). Automobile
ownership levels, driving propensities in immigrant countries of origin, and other
factors including cultural differences may account for variations in transit use
across immigrant groups. With respect to immigrants, a lack of driving experience
also may be a significant barrier to auto ownership, particularly among immigrant
families who had little or no access to automobiles in their countries of origin.
Although auto ownership is increasing rapidly in many developing countries, large
variation in automobile ownership among countries remains. Data from a sample
of world cities show that in 1995 there were 26 passenger cars per 1,000 persons in
China; 202 passenger cars per 1,000 persons in Latin America; and 587 passenger
cars per 1,000 persons in the U.S. (Kenworthy and Laube 2002). Cultural variation
in women’s roles also may influence travel behavior. Compared to women in the
U.S., women living in many other countries are much less likely to possess driver’s
licenses or to know how to operate vehicles (Pisarski 1999).
Yet, the influence of immigration on transit ridership likely has declined over
time. For one, immigration is still increasing but at a decreasing rate (Myers 2008).
Moreover, immigrants tend to assimilate toward the travel patterns of nativeborn adults (Myers 1996; Blumenberg and Shiki 2007; Rosenbloom 1998; Casas et
al. 2004; Heisz and Schellenberg 2004; McGuckin and Srinivasan 2003). Increased
earnings and household incomes allow immigrants to purchase automobiles and
reduce their dependence on public transit.
A number of previous studies have used microdata—data on individuals—to
examine the determinants of transit use among immigrants (Blumenberg and
Shiki 2007; Blumenberg and Smart forthcoming; Heisz and Schellenberg 2004; Tal
and Handy 2010). However, far less research has relied on aggregate data to examine the impact of immigration on transit ridership levels across geographic areas
and, over time, the focus of this study.

Research and Design
To examine the effect of immigrants on public transit commuting in California,
we begin with an analysis of commute mode trends for native- versus foreign-born
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adults from 1980 to 2000 using data from the Integrated Public Use Microdata
Series (IPUMS) of the U.S. Census (Ruggles et al. 2004). The Census microdata are
the best available source of information on the travel of immigrants in California.
They include large sample sizes that allow for analysis of relatively small population
groups and detailed demographic information for each adult, including race and
ethnicity, immigrant status, and year of arrival.
One drawback to using these data, however, is the limited number of transportation-related variables. The primary question related to travel mode focuses on
journey-to-work travel and, more specifically, how respondents “usually” traveled
to work in the week prior to the survey. As such, transit use is underreported if
respondents used transit only sporadically for work and for trips other than the
commute; however, transit mode share tends to be highest for the commute
(Polzin and Chu 2005). Ideally, we would have data on transit ridership over time
by nativity; however, these data are unavailable. Therefore, we use transit commuting as a proxy—albeit an imperfect one—for transit ridership in general.
A second drawback of the PUMS data set is that, for confidentiality reasons,
it includes very limited geographic information on the residential location of
respondents and, therefore, limits our ability to examine the relationship between
neighborhood characteristics and transit use. To examine this relationship, in the
second part of the analysis, we draw on census-tract level data from the Neighborhood Change Database (Urban Institute 2004) to model the relationship between
the percentage of immigrants and transit use by census tract for 1980, 1990, and
2000, controlling for other neighborhood characteristics.
A third drawback to Census data is that they lack information on characteristics
of transit systems such as transit service levels, coverage, and fares. Such data at
the statewide level do not exist in California. Therefore, the statistical models
presented later in the paper are underspecified. To minimize this limitation particularly related to service levels and coverage, we control for the eight largest
cities in California, where transit networks are the most extensive. Within urban
areas, we use population density as a proxy for transit service levels. However,
relationships—between large, dense urban areas and transit use—are endogenous. Transit agencies tend to provide higher levels of service in dense urban
areas than in dispersed outlying suburbs, since ridership in these areas tends to be
relatively high (Taylor et al. 2009). At the same time, transit-dependent population groups are more likely to live in dense urban areas where they can rely with
greater ease on public transit (Glaeser et al. 2008). While transit service data are
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available by transit agency, they are difficult to use in a census-tract level analysis;
transit service areas overlap and, therefore, residents—particularly in areas where
transit usage is highest—likely use multiple providers. The price of transit—or the
fare—influences transit usage. However, its effect on transit use tends to be less
significant than that of transit service levels (Cervero 1990; Kain and Liu 1996; Kain
and Liu 1999).
Finally, the most recent census-tract-level data are for 2000, almost 10 years old.
Unfortunately, more recent census-tract level data are unavailable. We hope that
this analysis can provide an important point of reference from which we can revisit
the travel behavior of native- and foreign-born persons using the 2010 Decennial
Census data when they become available.

Immigrants and Public Transit Commuting in California (2000)
Like other commuters, most immigrants travel to work by automobile. In 2000,
almost 90 percent of California’s foreign-born population commuted by car and
just 8 percent by public transit. Still, as Figure 2 shows, immigrants in California
commute by public transit at rates twice that of native-born adults. Further,
statewide data mask substantial differences in public transit use among particular
immigrant groups and across urban areas. Some immigrant groups, such as those
from Guatemala (19%), El Salvador (16%), and China (13%), have rates of transit
use substantially higher than the average for all foreign-born commuters (8%).  
Public transit use varies widely across metropolitan areas, with the highest levels of
patronage concentrated in the very largest U.S. urban areas such as New York and
San Francisco, areas that have residential and employment densities conducive to
public transit use. As Figure 3 shows, public transit usage rates among immigrants
in San Francisco (23%) are higher than for any other metropolitan area in the
state. However, the ratio between the public transit usage rates between foreignand native-born commuters is largest in Southern California—in Orange and Los
Angeles counties where 37 percent of the California population lives. The data
suggest that immigrants are much more likely to use transit in metropolitan areas
where transit is available but overall transit usage rates are relatively low. Conversely, their use of public transit is more similar to that of native-born adults in
metropolitan areas where either transit rates are high (San Francisco and Oakland)
and public transit works well for many residents and in areas where public transit
service is limited (i.e., San Bernardino, Fresno).
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Figure 2. Public Transit Commuting by Nativity and Country of Origin
(2000)

Figure 3. Public Transit Commuting by Nativity and Metropolitan Area
(2000)
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With growing acculturation, immigrants tend to transportation assimilate; in
other words, with time in the U.S., they gradually assume the travel patterns of
native-born workers (Blumenberg and Shiki 2007; Myers 1996; Tal and Handy,
2010). However, some immigrant groups, particularly immigrants from Latin
America, have such high rates of transit use upon arrival that they remain more
likely than native-born white commuters to commute by public transit even after
many years of residence in the U.S. Figure 4 shows the transit usage rates of immigrants in California by race/ethnicity and year of arrival. Almost one-quarter of
recent Hispanic immigrants—those who have lived in the U.S. less than six years—
commute by public transit. After more than 20 years in the U.S., both Hispanic
and Asian immigrants still rely on public transit in rates higher than native-born
commuters.

Figure 4. Public Transit Commuting by Race/Ethnicity and Year of Arrival
(2000)

Immigrants and Transit Commuting, 1980-2000
Cumulatively, these trends have affected the size and composition of public transit commuters in the state. Drawing on data from the 1980, 1990, and 2000 U.S.
Censuses, we examine changes in transit commuting by nativity; these trends are
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depicted in Figure 5. To distinguish the contribution of recent immigrants from
more-established immigrants, we categorize immigrants as follows: new or recent
immigrants who, at the time of the U.S. Census, had lived in the U.S. for less than
10 years, and more settled immigrants who had lived in the U.S. for 10 or more
years.

Figure 5. Transit Commuting in California by Nativity, 1980-2000
Figure 5 shows that California experienced a 19 percent increase in the total
number of transit commuters between 1980 and 2000, an increase almost entirely
attributable to immigrants.1 Transit commuting among native-born adults dipped
substantially during the 1980s, declining by more than 17 percent. It then rose
by less than 8 percent during the 1990s, approximately 11 percent below 1980
levels. In contrast, the number of immigrant transit commuters grew throughout
this period. The largest growth in immigrant transit commuting—a 70 percent
increase—occurred during the 1980s, a decade in which immigration to both
the U.S. and California rose rapidly. Immigration peaked in 1991 when almost
2 million legal immigrants and refugees entered the U.S. (Office of Immigration
Statistics 2008). In the subsequent decade, the growth in immigrant transit commuters slowed, paralleling the slowdown in immigration flows to the U.S. During
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this decade, the number of immigrant transit commuters increased modestly by
12 percent.
These trends resulted in a substantial shift in the composition of transit commuters in the state. In 1980, 30 percent of all transit commuters were foreign born;
by 2000, immigrants comprised almost half (47%) of all transit commuters in the
state. Among immigrant transit commuters, the majority are Hispanic (65%) and
the remainder are Asian (24%), white (7%), and black (1%). In some California metropolitan areas, the percentage of immigrant transit commuters is substantially
higher than the state average. For example, immigrants in Los Angeles comprised
36 percent of the population but nearly two-thirds of all transit commuters.
Figure 5 also highlights the shifting tenure composition of immigrant transit commuters showing more established or settled immigrants as a growing share of
transit commuters. The percentage and the number of recent immigrants, defined
here as immigrants who arrived during the decade prior to each census, increased
substantially from 1980 to 1990 and then declined between 1990 and 2000. These
figures reflect a number of different trends. By 2000, we see the remaining cohort
effects from high immigration in previous decades. However, not all recent immigrant transit users remain transit users across decades; as mentioned previously,
immigrants are less likely to use public transit with time in the U.S.
The number and characteristics of recent immigrants also have changed. In particular, recent immigrants in 2000 were fewer and slightly less reliant on public
transit than were earlier cohorts of recent immigrants. In 1980, 14.5 percent of
recent immigrants commuted by transit compared to just over 12 percent in 2000.
This last finding may be due to changes in the composition of immigrant migrants;
for example, recent immigrants in 2000 may have higher incomes upon arrival and,
therefore, be better able to afford automobile ownership or they may migrate
from countries where auto use is prevalent. These patterns also could be explained
by the growth in auto use internationally and changes in the propensity to drive.
Without immigrants and absent other changes, the number of transit commuters
in California would be significantly lower than current levels by almost 50 percent. Nonetheless, the percentage of commuters who travel by public transit has
remained relatively constant over time despite substantial public investments in
transit services over this period. For example, total public expenditures on transit
in California increased from $248.6 million in 1991 to $1.9 billion in 2000, a 644
percent increase in transit funding (Federal Transit Administration 2009).2 Yet,
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the percentage of transit commuters in the state declined from 6 percent in 1980
to 5 percent in 1990 and remained just above 5 percent in 2000. Over this time
period, public transit commute rates among immigrants declined from 11 percent
to 8 percent.

Transit Use and the Independent Effect of Immigrants
These descriptive data are instructive; however, they do not allow us to examine
the factors that influence public transit usage. To do so, we use ordinary least
squares (OLS) models to analyze the independent effect of immigrants on transit
use over three time periods—1980, 1990, and 2000. In these models, we focus on
the relative influence of immigrants, controlling for a variety of other factors. The
models take the following specification:
Ti = ai +xiβ +εi for i=1…n tracts
where xi is the vector of observed values for the listed independent variables for
tract i, β is a vector of coefficients, and εi is the stochastic term that is assumed
to have an expected value of 0 and a normal distribution. We hypothesize that
the correlation between percent foreign-born and percent transit commuting,
while exhibiting a strong positive relationship in all three census years, would have
declined over time due to assimilation and broader changes in demography and
travel behavior. Our results support this hypothesis.
Table 1 lists the variables, their hypothesized relationship to transit commuting,
and their means. To isolate the effect of immigrants on public transit commuting, we controlled for the characteristics of census-tract residents including their
foreign-born status and race/ethnicity. Poverty status and the percentage of zerovehicle households—both strong predictors of transit use—are highly correlated.
To overcome this problem, we created an index combining the effects of poverty
rate and zero-vehicle households on transit use. Finally, to capture the effects of
residential location as well as the relative supply of public transit, which is likely
to be higher in large cities and dense urban areas, we included three variables—
population density, the percentage of the housing stock built prior to 1939 (serving as a proxy for central-city neighborhoods), and the eight most populous cities
in the state.
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Table 1. Spatial Variation in Transit Use Model Variables
Means

Hypothesized
Relationship

1980

1990

2000

Dependent Variable

5.7%

5.2%

5.6%

% Foreign Born

+

15.0%

21.1%

25.5%

% White

-

67.3%

58.6%

49.9%

% Black

+

7.3%

7.0%

6.6%

% Hispanic

?

19.2%

24.6%

31.8%

Variables
% Commute by Transit

% Asian

?

5.4%

9.3%

11.1%

% Other

?

0.7%

14.4%

0.8%

Poverty*Car

+

1.8%

1.8%

2.2%

Poverty Rate

+

11.5%

12.5%

14.3%

% in 0-Vehicle Households

+

9.4%

8.9%

9.8%

Population Density

+

6,056

7,382

8,041

% Pre-1939 Structures

+

13.5%

10.7%

9.8%

Los Angeles

+

San Diego

-

3.5%

San Jose

-

2.3%

San Francisco

+

2.3%

Long Beach

-

1.4%

11.0%

Fresno

-

1.2%

Sacramento

-

1.2%

Oakland

+

1.4%

Table 2 presents the results for each of the census years. As expected using aggregate data, the models explain a large percentage of the variation with adjusted R2
values of 0.74 or higher. Apart from living in San Francisco, the strongest predictor
of transit use in 1980 and 1990 is the percentage of foreign-born (with standardized estimates of 0.313 and 0.368, respectively). By 2000, however, the models
suggest a waning role for immigrants in explaining transit use. In this most recent
census year, the percentage of the census tract population that is foreign-born still
is significant, but less important than the poverty rate/zero-vehicle index.
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Certainly to be taken with some caution, given the level of aggregation, the
results are supportive of the findings of the descriptive analysis. Immigrants are an
important predictor of transit use across geographic areas. However, their effect
on transit commuting in California is waning, as demonstrated by its declining
importance in predicting transit use in 2000. This finding may be the result of
immigrants’ assimilation to auto use over time. It also might be explained by the
slowdown in the growth of California’s immigrant population and, therefore, a
decline in the number of recent immigrants, those most reliant on public transit.
Data from the U.S. Census show that the foreign-born population in California
increased by 80 percent from 1980 to 1990 but by only 37 percent from 1990 to
2000 (Gibson and Lennon 1999; U.S. Census Bureau 1990 and 2000). Still “percent
immigrant” is strongly related to transit use.

Immigrants and Transit—Analysis and Policy Prescriptions
Forecasting the future is difficult, particularly since immigration largely is determined by federal immigration policy, currently the focus of national political
attention. However, future trends in immigration, immigrant transit use, and
immigrant residential location patterns suggest that transit agencies in California—and other traditional immigrant ports of entry—ought to be concerned
about their ridership and, therefore, adopt ridership retention policies to retain
immigrant transit users.
Unless transit agencies intervene, with time in the U.S., the foreign-born population—a historically dependable transit market—will continue to assimilate away
from public transit. Compounding these trends are population forecasts that indicate that future immigration will occur at a slower pace than in previous decades
(Myers et al. 2005; Passel and Cohn 2008). While recent immigrants substantially
contributed to the increase in transit ridership in California from 1980 to 1990,
their influence dwindled in 2000 and likely will continue to decline in tandem
with immigrant growth rates. Further, the evolving residential location patterns
of immigrants also pose a threat to transit agencies. Over time, fewer immigrants
to the U.S. settle in traditional port-of-entry states such as California. In 1998, 26
percent of those who obtained legal permanent residency in the U.S. resided in
California, a figure that declined to 22 percent in 2007 (Office of Immigration Statistics 2008). At the same time, immigrants increasingly live in the suburbs—both
in California and nationally—where transit networks are sparse and residents are
more likely to rely on automobiles (Singer 2004).
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The absolute size and continued growth of immigrant communities throughout
the U.S. underscores the relevance of immigrants to transit agencies. Transit
agencies must either find ways to retain immigrant riders or fill the ridership gap
with other travel markets. In the last 10 years, researchers have recognized the
importance not only of attracting new choice riders but also of retaining existing
riders as perhaps a more cost effective strategy for maintaining transit ridership
levels (Elmore-Yalch 1998; National Center for Transit Research 2008). Given the
high percentage of immigrants who rely on public transit when they first arrive
and, therefore, have experience using public transit, immigrants are an important group around which many transit agencies ought to target their retention
efforts.
Some transit agencies already have adopted strategies to better serve the needs
of immigrants; however, the effects of these programs are unknown. For example,
many agencies now provide transit information in multiple languages to improve
the transit experience of linguistically-isolated riders. Language services must be
only one component of much larger efforts to improve transit services targeted
to immigrants. Overall, the specific transit concerns of immigrants tend to mirror those of non-immigrant transit riders (Lovejoy and Handy 2007). Immigrants
want better spatial and temporal coverage, increased transit service frequency,
improved in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle safety and comfort, and easier transfers. To
better capture the immigrant market—and potentially slow immigrants’ assimilation to cars—these types of transit service enhancements could be targeted
to immigrant ports of entry, many still located in dense urban neighborhoods.
Another promising approach is to develop alternatives to traditional fixed-route,
fixed-schedule transit service. Such alternatives include a range of services—
both formal and informal—such as taxis, vanpools, minibuses, jitneys, demandresponsive van services, station cars and bicycles, and limited route-deviation bus
service, many of which immigrants already use (Garnett 2001; Kemper et al. 2007;
Valenzuela et al. 2005).
In many cities, immigrants are an important and, in some places, the most important segment of the transit market. Immigrant reliance on transit, however, is
waning, a disquieting trend for transit managers, particularly in places such as
Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago, where immigration is slowing. To retain
their most reliable customers, transit managers must understand the dynamics
of immigrant travel behavior and the transit needs of their immigrant ridership.
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In some states such as California, failure to do so—holding all other trends constant—will have grave consequences for the future of public transit.

Endnotes
In comparison, historical data on U.S. transit ridership show a 9 percent increase in
transit ridership from 1980 to 2000 (American Public Transit Association 2008).
1

These figures are in 2000 dollars, adjusted by the Consumer Price Index for urban
consumers in the West.
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Abstract
A survey of 31 multi-family housing complexes near rail stations in the San Francisco
Bay Area and Portland, Oregon, show peak parking demand is 25-30 percent below
supplies and, for most projects, falls below national standards. Peak parking demand
is generally less for less expansive projects with short walking distances to rail stations
that enjoy frequent peak-period services. Case study experiences suggest that welldesigned, short and direct walking paths to rail stops lessen peak parking. A national
survey of 80 U.S. cities with rail stations revealed that 75 percent have minimum TOD
parking requirements that mandate more parking than suburban design standards
and 39 percent grant variances for housing projects near rail stops.

Parking and Transit in the U.S.
Excessive parking could explain why transit-oriented development (TOD) in the
United States often has failed to yield hoped-for benefits, such as big ridership
gains and less traffic congestion. Critics charge that many large-scale housing
projects near urban rail stations are “over-parked”—more parking is provided
than is needed (Daisa 2004; Dunphy et al. 2004). This can drive up the cost of housing, consume valuable land near transit, and impose such environmental costs as
increased impervious surface area.
Part of the blame for the surfeit of parking in TODs could be the reliance on parking generation figures from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). Implicitly, ITE standards assume that car ownership levels are no different in rail-served
and non-rail-served areas. Outdated parking standards have a way of perpetuating
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themselves. A study of Southern California communities, for example, found the
vast majority based their parking requirements on those of surrounding communities or ITE standards, and only 3 percent conducted their own parking studies
(Willson 2000).
Research suggests neighborhoods designed according to TOD principles, including below-norm parking, are associated with lower car ownership rates (Dunphy
2004; Cervero et al. 2004; Renne 2009b), appreciably higher transit modal splits
for commuting (Cervero 1994; Lund et al. 2006), and fewer vehicle trips per day
(Cervero and Arrington 2008). In 2000, the number of AM peak vehicle trip ends
per dwelling unit was measured at 0.17 for the Rosslyn-Ballston TOD corridor in
Arlington County compared to an ITE average for similar housing of 0.54—a threefold differential (Cervero et al. 2004).
The full cost of excessive parking supplies is large (Shoup 2005). From the private
consumer standpoint, mandatory parking codes (e.g., two off-street spaces per
dwelling unit) unnecessarily drive up the price of housing (Poticha and Wood
2008). Podium, tuck-under parking, or underground parking spaces can add
upwards of $60,000 to the cost of housing in pricey markets such as the San Francisco Bay Area. Requiring more parking than is needed also deters central-city
redevelopment, thus shifting growth to auto-oriented suburbs (Loukaitou-Sideris
and Banjeree 2000; Hess and Lombardi 2004). From a larger societal standpoint,
excess parking supplies impose such costs as inordinate land consumption (particularly in the case of surface lots); creation of more impervious surfaces that pollute streams and water supplies as well as raise temperatures (through heat-island
effects); increased separation of buildings, which deters walking and encourages
motorized travel; and the blemishing of natural landscapes.
Why might parking demand fall below parking supply for TOD housing projects?
Part of the explanation is “self-selection”—for lifestyle reasons, including the desire
to transit commute and reduce household expenditures on cars, people move
into neighborhoods well-served by transit (Boarnet and Crane 2001). Using nested
logit analysis, a recent San Francisco Bay Area study estimated that 40 percent
of the increased odds of rail commuting among TOD residents are due to selfselection (Cervero 2007).
Why, then, do planners continue to use ITE parking generation numbers? One reason is that it is difficult to break away from standard practices in the transportation field, often for political reasons, such as a fear among businesses of insufficient
customer parking and among residents that parking will spill into their neighbor48
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hoods (Shoup 2005). In the past, the Urban Land Institute recommended that
suburban commercial projects be parked above conventional standards as a “marketing advantage” and cautioned “when in doubt, over-build parking” (Dunphy
2004). Remarked the developer of a recently opened 449-unit apartment building
atop a Los Angeles subway station: “We never reduce the amount of parking at our
developments. People still want their cars,” adding that “Nothing would make us
happier than to reduce the expensive underground parking” (Karp 2008).
Continued reliance on ITE numbers to judge the parking needs of new transitoriented housing is cause for concern, given the growing market demand for
housing near transit. The Urban Land Institute (2004) has estimated that around
one-third of newly-formed households in large metropolitan areas of the U.S. are
highly receptive to TOD living. The Center for Transit Oriented Development
(CTOD) predicts that the demand for housing near transit in America will more
than double by 2030 (Poticha and Wood 2009).
This study empirically investigates the proposition that TOD, and specifically
housing near suburban rail stops, is “over-parked” in the U.S. This is done by comparing parking generation rates for 31 housing complexes near rail stops in the
San Francisco Bay Area and Portland, Oregon, with on-site parking supplies and
with ITE parking generation rates. The ITE rates, representing averages for mostly
suburban settings in the U.S., effectively serve as the “control group.” Factors that
explain parking demand also are investigated, both statistically and through case
analyses. The results of a national survey on parking codes of 80 U.S. cities with rail
stops also are presented. The paper ends with several policy prescriptions that fall
out of the research findings.

Empirical Analysis
To compare actual parking demand to supply levels and ITE rates, data were compiled for 31 multi-family rental housing projects in two rail-served areas: Metro
Portland, Oregon (15 projects) and the East Bay of the San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Area (16 projects). These two regions were chosen, in part, to compare results
to a recent study of TOD vehicle trip generation rates conducted in both areas,
published in this journal (Cervero and Arrington 2008). All of the surveyed housing projects were within two-thirds of a mile of the nearest rail stop (the mean
straight-line distance was 1530 feet, or a little over a quarter mile). We refer to
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these projects as “transit oriented” purely in terms of their walkable proximity to
a rail stop.
Table 1 summarizes key attributes of the projects, organized by the four BART (Bay
Area Rapid Transit) heavy-rail stations in the East Bay and the nine MAX lightrail stations in Metro Portland that were closest to the projects. The ITE mean
estimated parking generation rate is 1.2 vehicles per unit at peak periods. Table 1
shows that parking supplies clearly exceed this figure in most cases: at only one of
the 13 rail stations in Portland (E. 162 Ave.) was the average parking supply of all
nearby multi-family housing projects below the ITE rate (and just barely). Among
the 31 individual projects, only two (Sequoia Square near the E. 162 Ave. station
and Diablo Oaks near the Pleasant Hill BART station) had fewer than 1.2 spaces per
dwelling unit. The number of parking spaces per dwelling unit for all 31 projects
(i.e., the weighted average statistic) was 1.57, or about 31 percent above the ITE
standard. Housing projects in the East Bay had particularly inflated parking supplies relative to ITE’s standards.
Given the suburban setting and character of most surveyed projects, many featured garden apartment designs. Of the 31 projects, 17 were 3 stories in height,
11 were 2 stories, and 4 were 4 stories. Table 1 reveals the expansiveness of many
projects, with the surface area (devoted to parking, driveways, open spaces, swimming pools, etc.) typically being more than twice as large as the footprint of the
buildings. Among the 31 projects, the mean building coverage rate was 31 percent,
ranging from 18 percent to 54 percent. Projects in Metro Portland tended to be
closer to stations than in the East Bay. East Bay projects, however, were generally
in denser neighborhoods with relatively higher incomes.
Data Collection
Housing projects that were suburban in character and within walking distance
of rail stops in both regions were chosen for the study. Efforts also were made to
collect data from some of the same projects used to study TOD trip generation
(Cervero and Arrington 2008). Further winnowing down the sample frame was the
agreement of property owners and building managers to allow the research team
to collect data on site. This was not always easy because of (1) when data were
collected—the wee hours of the morning when most tenants are at home asleep,
thus constituting “the peak”; and (2) how data were collected—driving through
each project and visually counting parked cars. In the end, 31 property owners and
managers agreed to let the research team on their sites to compile data.
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Empirical data were collected during the late spring and early fall of 2008, corresponding to the non-rainy period of both regions when school was still in session,
both considered to be peak conditions for parking. All parking counts were made
on a mid-week day when the odds of someone being away for an extended weekend were the least. Data on the number of cars parked in on-site parking stalls
(including smaller stalls for motorcycles) were collected during both the peak
period (defined as 12 midnight to 5 a.m.) and the off-peak (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.).
Comparison of Parking Generation Rates
Given that most surveyed housing projects had parking supplies that exceeded ITE
standards, was the seemingly over-supply of parking backed up by demand numbers as well? That is, is there empirical evidence that TODs are over-parked?
Parking demand levels recorded for the surveyed projects were compared to the
number of parking stalls as well as rates from the 2003 ITE manual for “Low/MidRise Apartments” (Land Use Category 221) in suburban locations. As noted, ITE’s
average rate of peak parking on weekdays is 1.2 vehicles per unit. This is a weighted
average drawn from 19 data observations. (The ITE manual defines weighted average as the sum of parked vehicles for all projects divided by the number of dwelling
units.)
The weighted-average peak-parking demand for all 31 projects was 1.15. This is 27
percent below the weighted-average peak parking supply shown earlier in Table
1 (i.e., 1-1.15/1.57 ≈ 0.27, or 27%). It is just 4 percent below the ITE rate, however
(i.e., 1-1.15/1.20 ≈ 0.04, or 4%). For Metro Portland, the weighted average demand
was 1.07 parked vehicles per dwelling unit, and for the East Bay, it equaled the ITE
target—1.2.
Figure 1 breaks down the findings for the 31 individual projects. In Metro Portland,
peak parking occupancies were less than supplies in all instances and less than the
ITE rate for 12 of the 15 surveyed projects. In the case of the 57-unit Gateway Terrace apartment complex near the MAX’s Gateway Station, parking demand was
less than half the ITE average rate and two-thirds below supply levels (i.e., only one
third of stalls were occupied). Factors such as relative high vacancy rates could
explain lower demand for some of these projects; however, in general, vacancy
rates for surveyed rental projects were similar to regional averages and implicitly,
we assume, to projects in the ITE database. We acknowledge, however, that empty
rental units translate into empty parking stalls and, in some instances, relatively
low parking demand could be a result of relatively high vacancy rates.
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In the East Bay, owning and parking a car seemed to be a bit more of a necessity for
TOD residents. None of the surveyed East Bay lots was saturated, with, on average,
around 25 percent of stalls empty; however, this occupancy rate was higher than in
Metro Portland. The weighted average parking rate of 1.2 for East Bay sites matched
ITE’s standard, though with a fair amount of variation. At three of the four East Bay
stations, nearby parking demand was considerably less than the ITE rate. Below-rate
parking levels characterized most projects near the Pleasant Hill BART station, one of
the East Bay’s first “transit villages” (Bernick and Cervero 1997). The Fremont BART
station is an outlier, inflating the East Bay average. For all projects near Freemont
BART, parking levels exceeded the ITE rate, by as much as 41 percent.
In general, overestimation of parking demand suggests people are shedding cars,
taking advantage of the accessibility benefits of living near high-quality transit. Fewer
cars per household should translate to fewer parked cars. Little is known about car
ownership levels for the surveyed projects however some insights can be gained
from modal split statistics. In the East Bay, a 2003 survey of residents living in the
Verandas Apartments near Union City BART and Park Regency near Pleasant BART
found that 54 percent and 37 percent, respectively, commuted to work by transit
(versus a 2000 census figure of 10.6% of commuters in the nine-county San Francisco
Bay Area) (Lund et al. 2004). These high transit mode splits were matched by our
findings of relatively low parking demand: 8 percent and 12 percent below the ITE
rate for Verandas and Park Regency, respectively. While none of the Metro Portland
projects in our sample have been surveyed for modal splits, one study estimated the
share of commute trips by transit among those living within ½ mile of the Elmonica
and Orenco MAX Stations at 30 percent and 24 percent, respectively (versus a 2000
census transit commute share of 6.4%) (Dill 2006). Our surveys found peak-parking
demands considerably below ITE rates for both stations (see Figure 1).
While car-shedding no doubt occurs among those living near transit, it might
not be as extensive as assumed, particularly among those living in car-dependent
suburbs. This is suggested by comparing the differentials between parking generation rates and vehicle-trip generation rates relative to their respective ITE manuals. A recent study of five TOD housing projects in the East Bay and five in Metro
Portland found clear evidence of “trip de-generation”: the weighted average of
vehicle trip rates were 40 percent and 27 percent below that estimated by ITE trip
generation rates (Cervero and Arrington 2008). As shown in Figure 1, the weighted
differential for parking generation matched the ITE rate for East Bay projects and
was 11 percent below for Metro Portland projects. Owning and parking a car was
particularly a necessity for Fremont’s TOD residents.
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What’s going on? It is likely that in most suburban TODs, which characterizes the
31 projects in our survey, residents still need access to a car. They just do not use
them as much to get to work. But like most suburbanites, they still need a car to
get to most non-work destinations, the vast majority of which are away from rail
stops. While transit-oriented housing might mean that more trip origins are near
rail stops, as long as most destinations are not, many TOD residents still will own
cars and use them for shopping , going out to eat, and the like. One policy response
to this finding, discussed in the conclusion, is to create car-sharing programs in
rail-served neighborhoods. Car-sharing would enable residents not only to railcommute but also to shed one or more cars.
Why Do Rates Vary?
To probe factors that might explain why peak parking demand varies among
transit-oriented housing projects, this section presents several best-fitting multiple regression equations. The influences of both on-site and off-site factors on
parking demand are investigated. Among on-site factors considered as possible
predictors were parking supplies, project size (e.g., land acreage), project density
(e.g., land coverage percentages, dwelling units per acre), project design (e.g.,
whether a gated project, whether surface or structured parking), distance to the
region’s CBD, and average rents (a proxy for tenant income levels). A longer list of
off-site candidate variables was also considered for model entry, including walking distance, a circuitry index, transit service levels (e.g., headways), road designs
(e.g., road widths and presence of nearby freeway interchange), and a number of
variables denoting neighborhood attributes within ½ mile of stations, including
housing density, income levels, and the presence of retail shops. This analysis thus
draws from a substantial literature that holds that various built-environment
factors, such as urban densities and walking quality, have a significant bearing on
travel behavior (Ewing and Cervero 2001; Handy 2005).
Table 2 presents the best-fitting multiple regression equation for predicting peak
parking demand that yielded results consistent with theory and expectations. The
two most significant on-site factors—parking supply and project land area—were
strongly associated with increased parking demand. These two factors probably
are not independent since more spacious land area allows for more parking supply
and, in general, a more car-oriented built environment (e.g., wider internal roads).
Holding other factors constant, the model estimates that reducing parking by 0.5
spaces per unit will lower peak demand by 0.11 parked cars per unit.
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Table 2. Best-Fitting Multiple Regression Equation for
Predicting Peak Parking Rates
Dependent Variable:
Peak Parking per Dwelling Unit
Parking Supply: Parking spaces per dwelling unit

Coeff.

Std. Err.

t Statistic

Prob.

0.225

0.122

1.84

.077

Land Area: Project’s land acreage

0.001

0.006

2.254

.033

Walking Distance: Shortest distance along sidewalk
network from project center to station, in 1000 ft

0.689

0.307

2.223

.035

Peak Rail Headways: Minutes between trains in AM
peak at nearest station

0.059

0.019

3.111

.005

Metro Portland Project: 1 = yes; 0 = no

-0.182

0.078

-2.341

.028

0.122

0.199

0.615

.544

Constant
Summary Statistics:
F statistics (prob.) = 10.657 (.000)
R Square = .681
Number of Cases = 31

Among off-site factors, the only two candidates that yielded statistically significant
results were walking distance and peak headways of nearby rail services. The model
suggests that for every 1,000 feet of walking distance that a project lies away from
a station, peaking parking can be expected to increase by 0.7 cars per dwelling
unit, all else being equal. Longer headways, denoting less frequent train services,
also seem to be an inducement to car ownership and high peak parking demand.
A fifth variable in the equation, “Metro Portland Project,” served as a fixed-effect
control, denoting less peak parking demand in Metro Portland vis-à-vis East Bay
projects. Fixed-effect factors aim to capture the uniqueness of observations from
the same city; thus, the significance of this variable could be capturing Portland’s
legacy as a pro-transit, smart-growth setting.
While Table 2 reveals a model with fairly good statistical fits—explaining twothirds of the variation in peaking parking demand—some variables that we felt
might be significant were not. Notably, once controlling for walking distance, the
circuity of the walk was not significant. This is consistent with findings from other
studies showing that quality of walking environment and micro-design features
(e.g., presence of street trees) have relatively little influence on travel behavior
among those living within five minutes of a station (Cervero 2001; Lund et al.
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2004). Other non-significant predictors included project density, rent levels, and
socio-demographic characteristics of the surrounding neighborhood.
Figure 2 presents a sensitivity analysis of the two variables over which TOD housing
developers have some influence: parking supplies and walking distance to a station.
Based on the best-fitting multiple regression equation and using mean values for
other predictors (i.e., 8 acres of land surface and 8-minute AM peak headways),
the figure plots predicted peak parking demand over a range of parking supply and
walking distance data. This plot applies to Metro Portland cases (i.e., the variable
“Metro Portland Project” was set at 1); however, the same patterns hold for East Bay
projects as well (notably, the Y-intercepts of the sloping lines simply slide up by a
value of 0.182). For example, the model predicts that at 1.25 parking spaces per unit
(roughly ITE’s recommended rate) at 500 feet walking distance from a station, peak
parking demand is slightly above 1 space per dwelling unit. At a generous supply of
1.75 spaces per unit and a quadrupling of distance to 25,000 feet, it shoots up to 2.5
parked cars per dwelling unit. Clearly, supply and distance matter.

Figure 2. Sensitivity Analysis: Influences of Parking Supplies and
Walking Distances on Predicted Peaking Parking Demand
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One additional multiple regression equation was estimated to shed light on transit
usage among TOD tenants. The dependent variable is off-peak parking demand
divided by peak parking demand. A high value denotes that significant shares of
tenants are leaving their cars at home during daylight hours and thus presumably
commuting by transit—i.e., there are almost as many parked cars in the midday as
in the wee hours of the morning. Very low values suggest the obverse: most tenants are driving to work or other destinations.
Numerous available variables were used as candidate predictors; however, as
shown by the best-fitting equation in Table 3, only two were reasonably significant: land area and walking distance. The coefficients on both variables are
negative, indicating that large, spacious projects far removed from stations were
associated with most tenants driving to work—i.e., parking lots tended to empty
out during the day.
Table 3. Best-Fitting Multiple Regression Equation for Predicting the
Rate of Off-Peak to Peak Parking Demand
Dependent Variable:
Off-Peak Parking/Peak Parking
Coeff.

Std. Err.

t Statistic

Prob.

Land Area: Project’s land acreage

-0.009

0.003

-2.493

.019

Walking Distance: Shortest distance along sidewalk
network from project center to station, in 1000 ft

-0.244

0.000

-1.651

.110

Constant

0.688

0.041

16.766

.000

Summary Statistics:
F statistics (prob.) = 6.073 (.006)
R Square = .303
Number of Cases = 31

Case Studies
The previous analysis showed that walking distance and parking supplies were the
two most significant predictors of parking generation rates. Several case examples
around the Fremont BART Station amplify this point. Projects near the Fremont
BART station stand out for their high peak parking rates, ranging from 1.23 to
1.69. Alborada Apartments is notable for having the highest peak parking demand
of the entire study. Another site, Archstone Fremont Center, distinguishes itself
not because its peak generation is unique (at 1.45, its rate is average for Fremont)
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but because its off-peak generation is so high. The off-peak parking generation at
Archstone was 1.14, the highest of all surveyed projects. That is, almost 80 percent
of the cars present in the middle of the night were still there in the middle of the
day. Archstone’s high ratio (0.78) of off-peak to peak demand indicates that most
residents own cars but are not driving for their daily commute. What neighborhood and design features might explain the seemingly high level of car parking and
use at the surveyed Fremont projects? Focusing on these two “outlier” cases might
shed light on this question.
Fremont Station Area
The city of Fremont was designed for the car (Renne 2009a). Despite the presence
of pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, such as audible pedestrian countdown
signals, bike lanes, and wide, shaded sidewalks, it is not an inviting place to walk
or bike due to its scale and the vast distances that separate activities. The streets
immediately adjacent to the Fremont BART station are quite wide, ranging from
80 to 100 feet, and the blocks are 800-2000 feet long. Over half of the surveyed
projects in Fremont are more than 13 acres in size. A block away from the Fremont
station lies large office and institutional buildings that turn large blank walls to the
sidewalk. Retail stores and eateries are few and far between.
Fremont BART’s Archstone and Alborada Projects
A comparison of Archstone and Alborada reveals several salient differences that
could explain variations in parking demand. One difference pertains to on-site
uses. Ground-floor retail uses at Archstone (a coffee shop, grocery store, and restaurants) enable residents to meet basic daily needs on foot en route to or from
the BART station. In contrast, Alborada has no retail on-site or along the walkway
to BART. This could partly explain why larger shares of Archstone residents leave
their cars at home during the workday—i.e., its relatively high off-peak to peak
parking ratio.
Another difference pertains to site design. Both Archstone and Alborada are relatively large complexes, with 323 and 442 units, respectively, but the projects have
strikingly different physical forms (Photo 1). Alborada is a garden-style project with
individual buildings interlaced by surface parking. It is an insular, gated development, set back from the street and detached from its surroundings. Over 16 acres
in size, it averages 27 units per acre. Two-thirds of Alborada’s land area is devoted
to surface parking and roadways. In contrast, at 54 units and covering only 6 acres,
Archstone is more compact, conveying the feeling of an urban place. Cars have
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less of a physical presence: podium parking is tucked under four-story residential
complexes, with less than half the site devoted to parking and roadways.
Photo 1. Contrasting Road Designs
Alborada Apartments (above) and Archstone Fremont Center (below)
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It is not form alone but also how Alborado’s design affects connectivity to BART
that likely influences travel choices. Despite Alborada lying within a half mile of
BART, the shortest walking route to the station is over a mile (Photo 2). This circuity results from two factors: (1) the entire perimeter of Alborada’s16-acre expanse
is fenced and the sole gate is at the opposite end from the station; and 2) the
sheer size of the development, together with limited access points, inflates walking
times to almost anywhere. It takes around six minutes to walk from one end of the
Alborada complex to the other. Even Alborada residents who take transit may be
tempted to drive to the station when faced with a choice of a two-minute drive or
a circuitous 20-minute walk along a route lacking anything of pedestrian interest.
The fact that reaching the local BART station is far more convenient by car than
foot likely contributes to Alborada’s high peak parking rate.
Photo 2. Trip Circuitry
Comparison of shortest walking path to straight-line distance from center of
Alborada Apartments project to the Fremont BART station entrance.
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In contrast, Archstone Fremont’s considerably higher off-peak/peak parking ratio
is no doubt partly due to easier foot access. Most Archstone tenants are within
10 minutes of the BART fare gate. This is due partially to the fact that Archstone
is closer to BART than Alborada, which, as shown earlier in Table 3, is a significant
predictor of this ratio. Additionally, Archstone’s proximity is enhanced by the
absence of clear borders and fences. The project’s smaller scale and grid layout also
create a more pedestrian-friendly setting.
In sum, the Archstone and Alborada cases suggest that the presence or absence of
mixed uses, direct pathways, and connectedness to surroundings could very well
affect how TOD residents use and park their cars. The Quatama MAX station in
Beaverton, Oregon , can serve as a model for cities such as Fremont on designing for
transit connectivity. There, a walking path provides direct and nicely-landscaped
access to the MAX station (Photo 3). The city required the project developer to
build the path as a condition of approval. Retrofitting current development with
such pathways, while challenging, could improve current pedestrian connectivity,
and requiring such pathways in new developments could ensure better connectivity in the future.
Photo 3. Pathway from the Quatama Station
toward nearby residences
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TOD Parking Ordinances
While our research has found that peak parking levels of housing near suburban
rail stops are not significantly below national averages (based on ITE data), we
also found that factors such as constrained parking supplies and short walking
distances to stations can lower demand. In light of these findings, have cities been
responsive through their parking zoning ordinances, making adjustments for projects near rail transit?
National Survey
To probe this question, we conducted a national survey. The sample frame was all
U.S. cities with rail transit stations, identified using coordinates from the Center for
Transit-Oriented Development station database. From this list of cities, contact
information was gathered and an online survey was sent to senior planning staff.
Of the 363 cities surveyed, 22 percent (or 80 in total) returned a completed questionnaire, which is in line with typical response rates for online surveys (Fink 2003).
A higher response rate of 40 percent from cities with over 100,000 residents and a
10 percent response rate from cities under 10,000 skewed the sample to an average population of 167,000 versus 144,000 for all cities with rail stops. Ten or more
responses were received from cities in metropolitan Los Angeles, San FranciscoOakland, Chicago, and the Washington-Boston corridor.
Survey Findings
Of the cities surveyed, nearly all (96%) have some form of minimum off-street
parking requirement for multi-family housing. Most cities with minimum parking
requirements (89%) also allow for variances or exceptions to these minimums.
Proximity to rail transit is grounds for a variance in 39 percent of cities that allow
variances, which is just over one third of all cities with minimum off-street parking
requirements for multi-family housing. Parking space reductions for proximity to
rail transit range from fewer than 10 percent to as high as 60 percent, with a mean
reduction of 22.8 percent (standard deviation = 13.7%).
Differences by housing type and across locations in a city complicate the ability to
quantify a city’s average or typical parking requirement. In the interest of obtaining some sort of comparison, we calculated per-unit parking requirements in each
city for a hypothetical transit-oriented multi-family housing project located ¼
mile from a rail station using zoning requirement and variance information that
was provided. These calculated minimum off-street parking requirements are, of
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course, a simplification and likely miss some nuances of applied zoning codes, but
they provide a useful tool for comparing requirements across jurisdictions.
The calculated off-street minimum parking requirements for transit-oriented
multi-family housing in our sample ranged from 0 to 3 parking spaces per unit for
both one and two bedrooms units. The mean across all cities surveyed was 1.37
stalls per one-bedroom unit and 1.61 per two-bedroom unit, both above the ITE
per-unit rate of 1.2. If we assume an even mix of one- and two-bedroom units, our
average calculated parking requirement for a hypothetical transit-oriented housing project is 1.48 per unit, well above the ITE average of 1.2 per unit and even
above ITE’s 85th percentile of 1.46 per unit. Put another way, 75 percent of cities
surveyed have minimum TOD parking requirements that exceed ITE parking generation rates. Based on both ITE rates and the empirical findings presented earlier,
these numbers show that even when cities adjust parking requirements to take
transit-proximity into account, far too much parking is required.
Respondents also were asked questions about their views on current parking policies and the willingness of elected officials and developers to support changes to
parking requirements. When asked about their city’s current minimum off-street
parking requirements near rail stops, 59 percent of respondents answered they
“are about right”; however, 37 percent replied “too much was being required.”
When asked about the likely stance of local elected officials to lowering minimum
off-street parking requirements for multi-family housing near rail transit, 59 percent of those who responded felt officials would be supportive versus 32 percent
who thought they would be opposed. Moreover, among those who recorded
a response, 85 percent felt elected officials would oppose efforts to eliminate
minimum parking requirements even if a project is near a rail stop. However, 55
percent also believed elected officials would support efforts to set a cap on parking
for housing near rail transit.
In general, survey respondents felt housing developers were inclined to provide
less parking than necessary. Among those answering the question, 60 percent
felt that developers of multi-family housing would build too little parking if given
the chance. Just 10 percent felt developers would provide too much parking. The
prevalence of high minimum parking requirements likely reflects the public sector’s fear that, if left to their own accord, private developers will under-supply
parking. Planners fear the resulting spillover will affect surrounding neighborhoods, which was cited by respondents as the number one obstacle to enacting
zoning reforms.
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Conclusions
This study posed the question: “Are TODs over-parked?” From a design standard
perspective, our response is “probably so.” For the 31 surveyed multi-family projects combined, there were 1.57 spaces per dwelling unit, nearly one third higher
than ITE’s suburban standard of 1.2 spaces per unit. From a supply-demand standpoint, transit-oriented housing also seems over-parked: the weighted-average supply of 1.57 spaces per unit was 37 percent higher than the weighted-average peak
demand of 1.15 parked cars per unit. From our national survey responses, there is
evidence of over-parking: the estimated average minimum parking requirement
for multi-family housing near rail transit was 1.48 spaces per unit, also well above
the ITE standard. From a pure demand standpoint, however, it appears that peak
parking demand for transit-oriented housing aligns fairly closely with the ITE standard. Experiences in the East Bay and Metro Portland suggest that TODs are only
slightly over-parked, if at all. In sum, we believe parking supplies are over-inflated,
not due to bloated ITE design standards but other factors, such as developers’
fears of insufficient parking to attract prospective tenants or local officials’ fears of
spillover on-street parking problems in surrounding neighborhoods. It is because
of such concerns that municipal parking standards for TOD housing appear on
the high side, which probably further induces car ownership and usage—i.e., the
classical vicious cycle of supply and demand feeding off each other.
We acknowledge that a simple comparative analysis such as ours has limitations and is certainly not the final word on this subject. For this reason, we have
refrained from using words such as “caused” or “proved” in describing relationships. The best we can say is that many suburban TODs appear to have more parking than is needed. In truth, “thumbs-up/thumbs-down” decisions on whether to
approve proposed TOD projects rely heavily on the kinds of simple comparisons
to ITE rates presented in this paper. They certainly are not based on multinomial
logit estimates of transit ridership impacts. While we, no doubt, need more sophisticated studies that probe the influences of parking supplies and policies on travel
behavior and car ownership, there is also a need for straightforward comparisons
of actual and estimated rates to inform TOD design and approval decisions.
While we conclude that transit-oriented housing seems to be mostly over-parked,
the research also points to factors that can moderate demand. As expected, supply
matters. From our regression estimates, reducing parking by 0.5 spaces per unit is
associated with 0.11 fewer cars parked per unit at the peak. Also, parking demand
generally fell as the walking distance to a station shortened. Smaller scale projects
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with less land coverage also average lower parking rates. These findings favor clustered development with good internal pathways that provide fairly short, direct
connections to rail stops. Such designs can shrink parking demand and its footprint, unleashing a “virtuous cycle”—i.e., less land is given over to surface parking
which, in turn, allows more compact site designs. Last, the other policy lever to
lower parking demand is transit service levels. Our model showed that reducing
headways between trains reduces parking loads, ostensibly because one is less in
need of a car in areas with superb transit services.
Other policy responses also are supported by our findings. One response should
be the introduction of more flexibility in parking policies for housing near rail
stops. Flexibility can be in the form of enabling projects to provide below-code
parking levels when justified—e.g., compact projects with short, direct walking
connections to transit and perhaps on-site retail establishments. In their chapter
“Ten Principles for Developing around Transit,” Dunphy et al. (2004, p. 174) note
that “flexible parking standards provide some latitude in providing the optimal
number of parking spaces.” Flexibility also can take the form of unbundling the
cost of providing parking from the cost of building (or renting) housing (Daisa
2004; Shoup 2005). This would allow developers to better scale the amount of
parking provided to what each tenant or homeowner is willing to pay for each
car owned—i.e., let the market demand, rather than a possibly outdated government fiat, determine supply. And flexibility can be in the form of allowing TOD
tenants to choose deeply discounted transit passes for frequent riders instead of
a 300 square foot parking space. Shoup (2005 p. 259) argues that the substitution
of such “Eco Passes” for parking among transit-oriented residents could “reduce
the cost of TOD, improve urban design, reduce the need for variances, and reduce
traffic congestion, air pollution, and energy consumption … at a low cost.”
Our finding that TODs de-generate automobile trips a lot more than they degenerate parking demand, at least relative to ITE standards, suggests TOD residents commute by transit proportionately more than they shed cars. That is, many
self-select into TOD neighborhoods for the very reason that they want to avoid
congestion and thus take transit to work, but for non-work travel, they still need
a car. We believe a significant share of TOD residents would shed a car if they had
carsharing options. Cervero et al. (2007) carried out a panel study of how San Francisco’s City CarShare program affected car ownership. Four years after the inauguration of City CarShare, 29 percent of carshare members had gotten rid of one or
more of their cars, and 63 percent lived in zero-vehicle households. A predictive
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model showed that living close to a carshare pick-up spot was strongly associated with car-shedding. By extension, putting shared-cars in and around TODs
could relieve many households from owning a second car or a vehicle altogether.
Through a combination of proximity advantages and lifestyle predispositions, living near transit can de-generate vehicle trips. And with the option of car-sharing,
it can likely reduce parking demands as well.
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Abstract
This article provides a methodology for solving the bus network design problem,
covering network design and frequency setting and taking into consideration that
commercial speeds of buses vary depending on the aggregated frequency of buses on
each corridor. This methodology, referred to as Variable Speed Methodology, uses a
variation of an algorithm proposed by Baaj and Mahmassani that assumes speeds
remain constant (denoted Fixed Speed Methodology). Both methodologies were
applied to the street network of Barcelona. Outputs were compared, and it was found
that the Variable Speed Methodology produces a bus network with faster average
travel speeds, shorter travel times, smaller fleet size, less route kilometer, and fewer
buses per link while still serving the same level of demand. These results demonstrate
that taking variability of bus speeds into consideration when performing route generation and frequency setting can significantly improve the performance of the bus
network produced.

Introduction
The focus of this article is the analysis of the bus network design problem. Planning
an efficient transit network is a complex process and usually is divided into three
main components: strategic planning (network design), tactical planning (frequency setting) and operational planning (allocation of resources to each route).
Through re-evaluation of both network layout and route frequency setting, great
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improvements in the efficiency of a transit network are possible, and both user
and operator costs can be reduced. This is particularly important as public transportation systems have become an integral and essential tool for cities to tackle
the problems of escalating vehicle emissions and congestion.
It is notable that in several cities, such as Barcelona, a common practice of public
transportation planners has been the concentration of several key bus routes along
the main corridors of the city. This measure strengthens the ease and number of
transfers at shared stops along the corridor, although as number of buses increases,
the aggregated bus flow may approach the theoretical capacity value of the lane or
bus stop. The key consequences of this effect are queues of vehicles at stops and a
significant drop in the commercial speed of buses. It is important to take such factors
into consideration when creating or expanding a transit network.
Previous research on route generation and frequency setting has not taken congestion into consideration. The main objective of this article is to provide a methodology for the network design problem that covers both strategic planning and
tactical planning, taking into consideration that commercial speeds of buses vary
depending on the aggregated flow of buses on each corridor. Its main application
is in areas with high bus frequency, as is the case in many cities in South America
and Europe. The aim of the methodology is to generate a set of routes and frequencies that minimize both user and operator costs.
This article is organized as follows. The following section summarizes past research
on this topic, and then the methodology is described. Next, the methodology is
applied to Barcelona’s street network, and experimental results are detailed. The
most important conclusions of the work are summarized, information for applying the model is provided, and steps for future research are briefly discussed.

Background
Much attention has been paid to the bus network design problem and the setting
of efficient frequencies to cover demand. The problem is considered NP-complete
and, therefore, a way to find an optimal solution can take a considerable amount
of time, especially for large problems (Van Ness 2002). For this reason, most
research related to this topic has included adding constraints to the problem or
reducing the search space in order to shorten calculation time within reasonable
limits. However, the resulting solutions may not be optimal.
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In past research, two approaches generally have been used for transit route generation: a continuous approach and a discrete approach. The continuous approach
formulates a problem on a solution space with certain completeness. In general,
this approach provides a global optimal solution, but the solution might not be
realistic. For example, the solution might contain stop spacing or line spacing that
is not applicable on the actual network (Van Ness and Bovy 2000). This approach
works well for small problems, but as the size of the problem increases, solution
time quickly reaches unreasonable values.
The discrete approach formulates the problem directly on possible solution subspaces defined based on domain specified heuristic guidelines. This approach will
provide a feasible solution, but often not a global or even local optimal solution.
However, the discrete solution generally requires much less computing time, demonstrating the tradeoff between solution optimality and computational time.
Recently, the development of algorithms based on local search and metaheuristics
have been implemented in the bus network design problem in order to further
optimize the network produced (Chien et al. 2001; Ngamchai and Lovell 2003;
Verma and Dhingra 2005). Finally, other metaheuristics such as taboo search or
simulated annealing have been used to search the optimal set of routes in the solution domain (Fan and Machemehl 2006).
Table 1 provides a summary of past research on this topic, including both the
continuous and discrete approaches. The objective of each of these models is to
produce a set of bus routes and route frequencies.
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Table 1. Overview of Past Research on Transit Network Design
Author

Description

Lampkin and Saalmans (1967)

Minimize travel time given fleet size and vehicle size.

Hasselstrom (1981)

Maximize number of passengers (demand) given budget and
minimum frequency constraints.

Ceder and Wilson (1986)

Minimize travel time, transfer time and fleet size given constraints on route length, number of routes and frequency.

Janarthanan and Schneider
(1988)

Includes manual network design, assignment and feedback.

Van Nes et al. (1988)

Maximize the number of passengers with no transfer given a
budget constraint.

Baaj and Mahmassani (1995)

Includes computer aided network design, assignment and
line improvement.

Ceder and Israeli (1998)

Minimize travel time, empty seat hours and fleet size.

Shih et al. (1998)

Includes computer aided network design, transfer nodes,
assignment and line improvement.

Chien et al. (2001)

Minimize user and supplier costs subject to constraints, applies genetic algorithm.

Saka (2001)

Reduce operating costs by finding optimal spacing of buses.

Ngamchai and Lovell (2003)

Includes frequency setting and headway coordination. Applies a genetic algorithm to help optimize bus transit route
design.

Verma and Dhingra (2005)

Routes are generated based on shortest paths, also considers
transfers to rail stations. Applies a genetic algorithm.

Fan and Machemehl (2006)

Includes computer aided network design and assignment.
Applies a simulated annealing procedure to select an optimal set of routes.

Methodology
The aim of the methodology proposed in this article is to solve the bus network
design problem and frequency determination. This methodology includes a modification of the solution approach proposed in Baaj and Mahmassani (1995). While
the contribution of Baaj and Mahmassani assumes that the shortest path between
nodes remains fixed, our methodology recalculates the shortest path during the
network building process. This information subsequently is used to determine
frequencies and develop the assignment of passengers to the network. The overall
methodology process is outlined in Figure 1. On the right is the methodology proposed in Baaj and Mahmassani (1995), referred to here as the Fixed Speed Methodology (FSM), and on the left is the new methodology proposed in this article,
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referred to as the Variable Speed Methodology (VSM). Both consist of two principal components: (1) the route generation algorithm (RGA) which designs routes,
and (2) the assignment process, which assigns demand to the network, determines
frequencies, and evaluates network performance. In the following subsections, the
Variable Speed Methodology is described as are the differences between it and the
Fixed Speed Methodology.

Figure 1. Model Methodology
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Methodology Inputs and Formulation
Both methodologies require information about the underlying street configuration on which the bus network will be created, the demand distribution in the
network and the minimum performance quality required. We represent the
street configuration by a directed graph G=(N,L), with node set N representing
transit stops and intersections and link set L representing links between nodes. We
denote d as an asymmetrical bus demand matrix, where the element dij represents
the demand between node i and node j. Regarding quality of service, a number
of parameters are set by the user, including the minimum percentage of demand
that must be satisfied by the bus network.
The solution of these methodologies is the bus network and its frequencies. The
bus network can be described as a set of routes, R={r1,r2,r3,...,rs}, where each route,
rz, is defined by a sequence of nodes: rz={(i,j),(j,k),..,(u,v)}/ i,j,k,u,vN. Each route, rz,
has a scheduled frequency, fz (bus/h).
Route Generation
The route generation algorithm (RGA) is a heuristic algorithm for route design. Its
three main features are (1) it is heavily guided by the demand matrix, (2) it allows
the designer’s knowledge to be implemented so as to reduce the search space,
and (3) it generates different sets of routes corresponding to different trade-offs
among conflicting objectives. The algorithm starts by creating a number of initial
skeletons (M) for the routes, which are expanded and complemented as demand is
assigned to existing or new route segments. At the end of the process, a minimum
percentage of total demand must be satisfied directly with zero transfers (D0), and
a minimum percentage of total demand with one or fewer transfers (D1).
Modified Route Generation Algorithm. The RGA described in Baaj and Mahmassani (1995) was modified to include additional features. The main difference is that
the Modified RGA (MRGA) recalculates travel times on links in order to account
for reduced speeds due to bus congestion (particularly related to interference at
bus stops). In addition, the MRGA accommodates networks with one-way streets
by designing both an initial route and a return route. The structure of the MRGA
consists of the following steps.
1. Select the node pair (i,j) with the highest demand not yet satisfied and
search for the shortest path between the nodes.
2. Expand the path generating a new route.
3. Design the return route.
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4. Filter the set of routes: check if any routes are overlapped, if there is an
overlap delete the smallest route.
5. Re-calculate new travel times on the links with congestion.
6. Add new route to set of routes and compute the directly served demand. If
it is greater than D0 go to the next step; otherwise, go to step 1.
7. Compute the demand served with zero or one transfer. If it is greater than
D1, stop and return the set of routes; otherwise, go to step 1.
Travel Time Calculation. A key variation between the FSM and VSM is the consideration that bus travel speeds will vary based on the flow of buses in the lane.
This variation will affect the travel times calculated on each link. The FSM assumes
that travel speeds are constant no matter how many buses are using the link. However, the Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM) by Kittleson &
Associates et al. (2003) presents an analysis of bus speeds, providing a compact
formula to estimate this operational variable. Equation 1 is taken from this report
and evaluates bus commercial speeds as a function of a basic travel time, time
spent at intersections, the effect of skip-stop operations, and the effect of interference from other vehicles.
(1)
Where:
St : Speed on link t
tr : Basic travel time considering dwell time
tl : Time spent at intersections considering effects of other vehicles
fs : Parameter measuring the effect of skip-stop operations
fb : Parameter measuring the effect of interference from other buses
The basic travel time, tr , is determined by taking an estimate of bus running times
as a function of stop spacing and average dwell time per stop. Running time losses,
tl , are estimated considering effects of traffic signals, intersections, and other
vehicles sharing the lane. TCQSM contains estimated values for these variables
(based on field measurements) considering five different lane configurations: (1)
bus lane, (2) bus lane with no right turns, (3) bus lane with right turn delays, (4)
bus lane blocked by traffic, and (5) mixed traffic flow.
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Our modification does not consider the effect of skip-stop patterns ( fs is equal to
one). However, the parameter fb is especially important because it is ruled by the
relationship between bus flow and lane capacity. As the flow of buses in the lane
increases, the probability of buses having to wait for other buses at bus stops or
buses needing to pass other buses increases, thus reducing the overall speed of
buses. Table 2 displays the values used for fb , as evaluated in TCQSM. This parameter is the key behind our measurement of the variation of bus speeds.
Table 2. Values for Bus-Bus Interface Factor
Lane Volume/Capacity Ratio
<0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1

Bus-Bus Interface Factor (fb)
1.00
0.97
0.94
0.89
0.81
0.69
0.52
0.35

The travel time on each link is calculated by taking the length of the link divided by
the speed on the link (St ). In the VSM, link travel times are recalculated after each
route is generated using the speed of Equation 1. If the new route shares a link with
an existing route, the parameter fb could be affected, thus changing the values of
the link speed and link travel time. The link travel times are used to calculate the
shortest path between each node pair. Therefore, the adjusted link travel times are
used when determining each subsequent route.
One important consideration is that the travel times on each route generated by
the FSM will appear lower than would be evaluated in a real network with high
transit frequencies. Therefore, after the routes have been generated for the FSM,
the speed on each link is recalculated, using Equation 1, to account for the effect
of multiple buses on a link.
Network Assignment
Network assignment is the process of assigning demand to the bus network.
Once routes have been generated by RGA and MRGA, the network assignment
process is applied to the routes to determine frequencies and generate a set of
performance indicators. The network assignment process used in the models is a
program called TRUST, described in Baaj and Mahmasani (1990). This assignment
method uses a transit path choice logic to apply the demand to the network, considering number of transfers as the most important criteria.
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Analysis
The FSM and VSM were programmed using JAVA. The two models were applied
to the street network of Barcelona, which is composed of 5,928 street nodes and
8,783 links. Of the street nodes, 198 are potential bus stops with a total of 12,254
non-zero origin-destination pairs. The average daily demand matrix during the
peak hour (8:00 AM - 9:00 AM), with an associated demand of 51,689 passengers
per hour, was obtained from data from a mobility survey of the metropolitan area
of Barcelona (IDESCAT 2001).
Speed Calculation Validation
An analysis was performed to assure that the speed calculation shown in Equation
1, defined in TCQSM, was appropriate for the case of Barcelona. The values of tr , tl
and fb were analyzed using real data from the city of Barcelona. The real values were
found to be similar to the values detailed in TCQSM in all cases (CENIT 2006).
In particular, data for the bus-bus interface factor ( fb) collected for the city of
Barcelona produced the following best-fit curve (Equation 2). These values match
very closely with the values from TCQSM, listed in Table 2.
(2)
Where:
fb : Parameter measuring the effect of interference from other buses
v : Lane volume (vehicles/hour)
C : Lane capacity (vehicles/hour)
Subsequently, the TCQSM model for calculating velocity was used to estimate
velocity in Barcelona during different periods of the day. These values were compared with the actual velocity values of buses in Barcelona during those periods,
and the differences were very small, with a maximum error of 15 percent. This
analysis validates the TCQSM model as an appropriate model for estimating the
velocity of buses in the city of Barcelona. Therefore, values of tr , tl and fb were taken
from the corresponding tables in TCQSM.
Parameter Inputs
As mentioned, many parameter values must be defined by the user. The parameters in Table 3 were selected specifically for the case of Barcelona. In addition,
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the values from Table 2 were used to define fb , which varies based on the flow of
buses in the lane.
Table 3. Parameter Values for Barcelona Network
Variable

Description

Value

M

Initial number of skeleton routes

D0

% of demand that must be satisfied with 0 transfers

20% - 80%

D1

% of demand that must be satisfied with 1 or fewer transfers

50% - 100%

tr

Base bus running time (min/km)

3.49

tl

Base bus running time losses (min/km)

1.2

Ttran

Transfer time penalty (min)

7

5

Cap

Seated bus passenger capacity (passengers/bus)

LFmax

Maximum allowable load factor

90
1.25

Several scenarios have been considered regarding various combinations of D0 and
D1. These variables greatly influence the composition of the bus network created
because the algorithms will continue adding routes to the network until these
minimum demand values are satisfied. The value of D0 governs the directness of
service, while D1 influences network coverage. Table 4 summarizes the various
combinations of D0 and D1 used.
Table 4. Input Values for D0 and D1
D0 (%)

D1 (%)

20
20
20
20
20

50
60
80
90
100

40
40
40
40
		
60
60
60
		
80
80

60
80
90
100

80

80
90
100
90
100
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Sensitivity Analysis
The inputs listed in Table 3 and Table 4 were used for both the VSM and FSM.
Figure 2 displays the total travel time in terms of passenger-minutes for each
model run versus the percentage of the total demand satisfied by one or fewer
transfers (each point represents a different combination of D0 and D1 for each of
the models). The slightly larger markers represent the case where D0 = 40% and
D1 = 60%. It should be noted that the demand satisfied by the network might be
higher than the minimum demand required by D1, since as routes are added to the
network, demand satisfied increases in discrete increments. These results show
that as demand satisfied increases, total passenger travel time also increases. This
is intuitive since as the number of passengers served increases, the total passengerminutes also increase. The networks created by the VSM satisfy the demand using
fewer overall passenger minutes than the networks created by the FSM.

Figure 2. Total Travel Time vs. Satisfied Demand
Figure 3 shows the mean passenger travel time versus satisfied demand. The VSM
model provides shorter travel times than the FSM model. This is a very attractive
quality for users.
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Figure 3. Mean Travel Time vs. Satisfied Demand
Figure 4 shows the number of buses versus satisfied demand. This plot shows that
as demand satisfied increases, the number of buses required to serve that demand
also increases, which is expected. The VSM generally requires fewer buses to serve
the same level of demand as the FSM. This suggests that the buses in the VSM
networks are used more efficiently.
Figure 5 depicts the percentage of total routes that have low ridership versus the
minimum demand satisfied directly. Low ridership routes are defined as those
requiring fewer than one bus per hour. As demand satisfied directly increases, percent of low ridership routes also increases. Furthermore, when D1 = 100%, meaning
all demand must be satisfied with one or fewer transfers, the percent of low ridership routes increases significantly. These results demonstrate that forcing a higher
percentage of demand to be satisfied directly or requiring that all demand be
satisfied will lead to a higher occurrence of low ridership routes. This reduces the
efficiency of the network because more resources are required to provide services
on routes that are used by fewer passengers, thus requiring more resources per
passenger served. These passengers might be more efficiently served by demandresponsive transit services such as paratransit.
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Figure 4. Fleet Size vs. Satisfied Demand

Figure 5. Percent Low Ridership Routes vs. Demand Satisfied Directly
Figure 6 shows the mean passenger travel speed versus satisfied demand. The
mean passenger travel speed does not include waiting time or time stopped at bus
stops, but includes only the average time all passengers spend traveling on links
in the system. As Figure 6 demonstrates, networks created by VSM have higher
passenger travel speeds in networks with less than 95 percent of demand satisfied.
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However, when demand satisfied reaches 100 percent, the networks designed by
both VSM and FSM seem to have similar travel speeds. This could be because,
to satisfy a higher percentage of the demand, the network must be extended to
cover more nodes, thus creating routes on outlying links and reducing frequencies,
hence reducing congestion in the network, which, in turn, increases travel speeds.
However, it should be noted that this increase in travel speed comes at the cost of
reduced efficiency in the network and higher operating costs.

Figure 6. Mean Passenger Travel Speed vs. Satisfied Demand
Figure 7 shows mean route speed versus mean route frequency. As frequency
increases for FSM, route speed decreases dramatically. This is likely a result of several bus routes running on the same streets, causing bus speeds to decrease as bus
congestion and bus interference at stops increases. In the VSM, however, route
speed decreases at a slower rate as frequency increases. This suggests that the bus
networks generated by VSM are more spread out across the street network and,
as a result, encounter less congestion. Even as bus frequencies increase overall, it
has a much lower impact on bus speeds.
As discussed, a variety of potential bus networks can be produced depending on
the model used and inputs selected. The above analysis shows that VSM generally
provides a more efficient network than FSM.
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Figure 7. Mean Passenger Travel Speed vs. Mean Route Frequency
Model Results Using Same Inputs
Table 5 displays the most important parameters for measuring the performance of
the bus networks produced by each of the models when the same set of inputs are
entered into each. The values D0 = 40% and D1 = 60% were selected for this analysis
because the networks produced have reasonable values for each of the indicators
analyzed; for example, the percent of demand served is high while the number of
low ridership routes and fleet size are relatively low. These networks are denoted in
the previous figures by slightly larger markers. The network produced by the VSM
serves about the same amount of demand as the FSM. Both serve the minimum
amount required plus additional demand due to the discrete addition of routes
to the network. The VSM network requires more routes but fewer buses than the
FSM network and fewer route kilometers, which would result in lower expenses
for purchasing buses and providing bus maintenance.
The mean passenger travel speed is higher for VSM than for FSM. This reflects
the importance of variable speed consideration in the network design process. In
addition, the VSM network has a lower mean passenger travel time than the FSM
network. This signifies that the VSM network is more attractive to passengers than
the FSM network.
The maximum number of buses operating on a single link is lower for VSM; furthermore, the network produced by VSM has the highest percentage of links in
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the street network covered by routes. This demonstrates that VSM produces a
network that is more spread out, covering more links, and the links in the network
are less congested than the network produced by the FSM.
These results are specific to this set of inputs and results can vary depending on
the inputs used, but based on this analysis, VSM tends to produce a more efficient
network and one that is more attractive to both users and operators than FSM.
Table 5. Comparison of Networks
NETWORK COMPARISON

OUTputs

Inputs

Total demand (pax/hr)

FSM

VSM

51,689

51,689

% Difference

Demand assigned, D1 (%)

60

60

Demand with no transfer, D0 (%)

40

40

Demand served with 0 transfers (pax/hr)

19,858

19,805

-0.3%

Demand served with 1 transfer (pax/hr)

22,582

21,978

-2.7%

Demand satisfied (%)

85

84

-1.2%

Number of routes

112

115

2.7%

Percent of low ridership routes (%)

12

11

-8.3%

Fleet (vehicles)

861

803

-6.7%

Max buses per link

110

98

-10.9%

Links covered by routes (%)

51

53

3.9%

Mean frequency of the routes (buses/hr)

3.5

3.5

0.0%

Mean passenger travel time (min)

57

55

-3.5%

Mean person speed (km/hr)

11.8

12.4

5.1%

Total travel time (pax·min)

2,669,388

2,585,779

-3.1%

2,805

2,798

-0.2%

Total seat kilometer offered (pax·km), SKO

908,290

896,633

-1.3%

Total person kilometer transported (pax·km),
PKT

462,438

455,045

-1.6%

0.51

0.51

0.0%

Total route kilometer

Load factor (PKT/SKO)

Bus Network Layout Comparison
The bus network layout and vehicle flow distribution associated with these two
networks are represented in Figures 8 and 9. At first glance, both networks share
the corridors with more demand (transversal arterials). Nevertheless, the network
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proposed by the VSM covers more streets, providing a more extensive network,
and, generally, each street has less frequency, therefore reducing congestion. On
the other hand, the network proposed by the FSM presents a consolidation of
routes on fewer streets, which worsens the bus congestion phenomenon.

Figure 8. Network Layout for FSM

Figure 9. Network Layout for VSM
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Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed a bus network design methodology that takes
into consideration the reduced speed caused by multiple buses using the same
link in generating routes and setting frequencies for a bus network. We have developed a model using this methodology and have shown that this model produces
different results than a model that does not include this consideration. Not only
does the Variable Speed Methodology more accurately simulate the actual practice of buses than the Fixed Speed Methodology, it also produces a more efficient
and more attractive bus network.
The FSM and VSM models were applied to the street network of Barcelona. This,
itself, is a valuable contribution as past research generally has applied transit
network design models to small networks. This is an example of a network design
model applied to a large network of an actual city. Overall, the VSM was found to
produce bus networks with faster travel speeds, lower travel times, fewer buses,
less route kilometers, and fewer buses per link than the networks produced by
the FSM. This demonstrates that the VSM model was able to create bus networks
that were more spread out, less congested, faster, and able to use resources more
efficiently than the networks created by the FSM model.
These results show that the variable speed consideration is an important improvement to network design models that have been created in the past. Therefore,
this adjustment is a valuable contribution to research attempting to solve the bus
network design problem.

Application
The Variable Speed Model offers a flexible modeling tool that transit operators can
use to create and evaluate various sets of bus networks. The model can be adapted
to any street network using inputs specific to that network.
The sensitivity analysis performed in this article also gives some insight to operators
on how to use the model. When selecting values for D0 (the percent of demand
that must be served directly) and D1 (the percent of demand that must be served
with one or fewer transfers), the operator should consider the trade-off between
these values and travel time, fleet size, and percent of low ridership routes. The
values chosen should be high enough to ensure that a sufficient level of demand is
served, but low enough to maintain reasonable user and operator costs.
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Further Research
Future work on this model would consider a multi-modal approach. Information
from the local metro and regional train system would be included to determine
how these systems would affect efficient bus network design.
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Abstract
The Marine Agency-Roads and Transport Authority (MA-RTA) of Dubai-UAE is currently undertaking a study to develop a new transport policy for service delivery. The
goal of the new policy is to increase rider share and use of MA-RTA services. To attain
this goal, a five-year service policy will be adopted to establish modern, cost-effective,
and efficient services to attract higher ridership. An integral part of the development
of the policy is to assess baseline conditions, particularly user and operator opinions of current services. This paper focuses on developing user and operator survey
questionnaires and providing quantitative statistical analyses of survey results. The
majority of the assessment tools for the operations practice indicated acceptable
levels of services. However, there is a need for a reduction of trip fares, better facilities at the stations, and a broader survey to identify prospective users and attraction methods to the marine services. In addition, development of a database for the
marine transport system could assist in better planning, operational, and management aspects of the system.
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Introduction
The Marine Agency-Roads and Transport Authority (MA-RTA) of Dubai-UAE is
currently developing its service delivery policy. The overall goal of the new policy
is to increase the rider share or use of MA-RTA services and to provide quality
marine transport services that meet the needs of the riding public. To attain
that goal, MA-RTA will adopt a five-year service policy for the establishment of
modern, cost-effective, and efficient services to attract higher ridership. Several
previous studies showed how ferry services could be financially viable (Ceder 2006;
Melissa and Michael 2007). Furthermore, Lai and Lo (2004) developed a ferry fleet
management model and solution algorithm to optimize ferry fleet size, ferry routing, and service schedules for both direct and multi-stop services in Hong Kong.
MA-RTA has two types of public marine transport services in Dubai Creak: Abra
and Waterbus. These two marine transport modes share some characteristics, but
differ mainly in the comfort level of service, fare, and loading or capacity utilization. Some basic information of these services is listed in Table 1. Abra service is
operated by individual operators in two routes (R1 and R2 in Figure 1). Waterbuses
are operated by a private firm on four routes (B1-B4 in Figure 1). Nonetheless, MARTA oversees all marine services by setting legislation, operation codes, planning
services, and licensing.
An integral part of the development of the service policy of MA-RTA is to involve
the public in the planning process in a consistent, fair, and thorough manner
(MBTA 2006). Moreover, system monitoring and feedback are critical components in the planning and decision making processes (Pickrell and Neumann
2000). No study has been conducted to assess the current conditions of marine
transport services in Dubai. Thus, one of the objectives of this study was to assess
the baseline performance of MA-RTA services and suggest measures for higher
efficiency. Odeck and Brathen (2009) conducted a similar type of study in Norway
to demonstrate the performance evaluation and improvement of ferries serving
the road network. These authors presented causes of inefficiency and ways to
improve the system.
In general, the literature on issues of relevance to water-transit operations and
planning is rather limited and quite diverse. Predicting ferry ridership historically
has been difficult because water-transit riders often choose their travel mode
based on factors other than travel time and cost (Outwater et al. 2003). Watertransit has been addressed as an element of the overall intermodal connectivity
matrix (Russell and Eugene 1999). Issues of intermodal connectivity were par94
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Table 1. Basic Information on MA-RTA Services1

Route

Station
Name

Number Number
of
of
Vessels Operators

Working
Hours

Vessel
Capacity

5am-12am

20

40

80

Route
Length
(km)

Average
Daily
Person
Trips

0.55

10,839

R1

S1- S2

R2

S3 - S4

24 hrs

20

110

220

0.8

28,186

B1

S1 - S4

6am - 11pm

36

1

24

1.058

109

B2

S3 – S5

6am - 11pm

36

2

1.286

335

B3

S4 - S5 - S6

6am - 11pm

36

2

1.966

393

B4

S3 - S4

12 Midnight 6am

36

1

0.907

107

1
Legend: R = Abra, B = Waterbus, S1 = Bur Dubai station, S2 = Diera Old Souk station, S3 = Dubai
Old Souk station, S4 = Al Sabkha station, S5 = Baniyas station, S6 = Al Seef station.

Figure 1. Location of Dubai Marine Service Stations and Routes
ticularly useful in planning ferry terminals to separate travel modes for safe and
efficient travel, to minimize intermodal transfer time, and to maximize intermodal
transfers of passengers from transit to ferries (Russell and Eugene 1999).
Ferry fleet management ,including ferry fleet size selection, ferry routing, and service scheduling, were addressed by Lai and Lo (2004). An optimization algorithm
was developed for the direct and multi-stop service in Hong Kong, using both
operator and passenger performance measures.
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Recent market developments facing the European ferry industry, including competition and safety-related implications, are addressed in the study by Dunlop
(2002). The growing interest in waterborne transit in Florida has been addressed
by Wilson (2005). An overview of how key local players initiated regular ferryboat
service was provided. The role of coordination among federal, state, and regional
transportation authorities has been appraised in contributing to the growth of
waterborne transit in Florida.

Survey Design Process
The survey design adopted here was the “stated preference survey.” In this type of
survey, respondents are placed in hypothetical choice situations and asked what
they would do if they were faced with a particular choice (Polak and Jones 1995;
Espino et al. 2007; Ahern and Tapley 2008). Two different types of survey were
conducted, one for users (customers) and the other for operators of the vessels.
The user survey form provides the stated preference of the responses in terms of
service characteristics, accessibility, and marine transport station facilities. The
questions are designed to capture the (1) socioeconomic characteristics in terms
of gender, age, level of education, and personal (family) income and (2) factors
affecting the choice of modes for connecting trips, the purpose of the trips, the
possibility of switching to an alternative mode or unwillingness to pay increased
trip fares, the origin and destination of their regular travel patterns, general satisfaction level regarding the service, and problems/suggestions in using the infrastructure facilities.
Substantial efforts were invested in ensuring that the relevant information on
preferences was elicited with fewer questions. The on-site survey method was
used as it allows the interviewer to elaborate on the marine transport characteristics as well as personally interview the respondents. This enabled respondents
to make more informed “stated preference” decisions on the marine transport
and increased the reliability of the responses. An on-board survey was adopted in
this study. The population of the survey represents actual MA-RTA services users,
but does not include non-users (or prospective users). Extension of the survey to
marine service non-users could be the subject of a future study.
Aiming at accounting for operator opinions in developing MA-RTA policy, and to
balance between user and operator satisfaction, the views of the operators of the
Waterbus and Abra with regard to day-to-day problems, working schedules, and
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concerns, as well as suggested recommendations to improve the marine transport
systems, all were captured via a separate operator survey form.
The key data from the user survey include purpose of the trip, route, fare, economic ability of the user, accessibility of the modes with other land transport
systems, trip travel time, frequency, comfort, safety, and user preference regarding services. Operator survey data include the experience of the operators, work
schedule, workload, service satisfaction, vessel performance, and opinion on the
service.
Sample Size
A simple random sampling procedure was considered. Each response, either
quantitative or qualitative, of a question is considered of equal importance and
has equal likelihood of selection. For distribution of responses with normal distribution, the minimum number of surveys required for a 90%  confidence level is
calculated by using the following formula (Miller et al., 1990):

where,
n is the minimum sample size (number of users),
v is the coefficient of variation (assumed as 0.5), and
d is the tolerance level (assumed as 5%).
For the user survey, the minimum sample size was estimated to be 324. A sample
size of 500 was targeted to enhance the reliability and confidence level of the findings of the survey analysis. For the operator survey, it was originally planned to take
a sample of 75 (the minimum number required for a 95% confidence interval with
a 10%  margin of error). But, due to the reluctance of the Abra operators to take
the survey as well as their time constraints, only 42 samples (28 from Abra and 14
from Waterbus) were collected.

Survey Management Process
The survey team consisted of transport engineers, transport planners, and survey
specialists. The members of the team were from different nationalities who can
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speak Arabic, English, Hindi, Urdu, Bengali, and Filipino fluently in order to communicate with users and operators more comfortably.
The preliminary survey (pilot survey) questionnaire was tested to determine if the
questions were understandable, answerable, well-motivated, and useful, to check
timing and response behavior. Also, the pilot survey was intended to examine
whether or not the survey questions included technical jargons, were long-winded,
biased, or redundant, or made the respondent uncomfortable. The questionnaire
was slightly modified after the pilot survey to incorporate shortcomings.
The survey was conducted on weekdays and weekends to cover the potential variability of the service on different days as well as the various trip purposes. The survey
schedule also considered hourly variations (i.e., morning and evening work hours).
As the survey management process was critical to the successful execution of the survey, survey quality control and response rate were monitored carefully. Survey quality
control included recruitment and training of interviewers, supervision of survey staff,
procedures for data capture and cleaning, and communications with the public.
Users at the stations were either given the survey form to fill or interviewed by
a survey team member, whichever was more convenient to the user. In many
instances, the survey team member boarded along with the Abra or Waterbus passengers to increase the convenience level for the users. Respondent who seemed
to be of little education were interviewed by a survey team member.

Quantitative Analysis
The user and operator surveys were descriptively analysed using the combination
of the SPSS statistical program and Microsoft Excel. This section highlights some
of the most important findings of the analyses.
User Survey
Socio economic characteristics of users. About half of the Abra users (52%) were
had some or no education. About 13 percent were illiterate (Figure 2). Among the
Waterbus users, 79 percent were graduate or post-graduate level (Figure 2). The
occupation and income level data of marine service users are illustrated in Figures
3 and 4, respectively. The general worker class was the main category (75%) among
Abra users; professionals were the major users (46%) of the Waterbus systems.
More than half of the Abra users (53%) earn AED 2000 or below per month, while
58 percent of Waterbus users earn AED 5,000 or more per month (Figure 4).
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Figure 2. Education Level of Users of Marine Service

Figure 3. Occupation of Users of Marine Service
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Figure 4. Income Level (AED per Month) of Users of Marine Service
These figures indicate that highly-qualified and relatively high-income groups use
Waterbus services and low-income groups generally use Abra services. Such patterns could be attributed to several reasons. First, there is a difference in the fare of
the two marine transport systems, with the Waterbus fare four times higher than
that of Abra. Second, there are differences in the surrounding land uses of the stations. For example, S1, S2, and S3 are surrounded by traditional old market areas of
Dubai, while S5 and S6 are surrounded mainly by offices and S4 is surrounded by
a mixed use of marketplaces and offices. Third, the network itself does not allow
a choice between the two modes for any destination (except for S3 and S4 from
12:00 midnight to 6:00 a.m.).
Performance of the existing system. The overall mobility rate (denoting the average number of trips per user per day) for the marine transport system (combination of Abra and Waterbus only) was 0.88, while for the Abra system it was 0.89,
indicating more or less the same mobility characteristics for both mode users.
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Figure 5. Frequency of Use of Marine Service
The main purpose for use of the marine transport service was work (Figure 6). About
61 percent of the marine transport users made their trips for work purposes only. On
weekdays, it was 80 percent for Abra and 80 percent for Waterbus. On weekends,
22.4 percent was for Abra and 25 percent was for Waterbus. The next higher portion
of trip purposes is leisure and shopping; on weekends, more than 70 percent Abra
trips and 66 percent of Waterbus trips were made for these purposes. In conclusion,
both modes are similar in accommodating the same trip purposes.

Figure 6. Purpose of Use of Marine Service
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The waiting time for Abra is less than that of Waterbus (Figure 7). About 80 percent of Abra users had to wait less than 5 minutes, and 93.3 percent had to wait
for less than 10 minutes at the stations. On the other hand, 36 percent of Waterbus users wait for less than 10 minutes, and about 90 percent wait for less than
20 minutes. Waterbus service frequencies vary between 10 - 30 minutes based on
routes and peak hours.

Figure 7. Average Waiting Time for Marine Service
An important question to be addressed (and as such reflected in the policy) is
whether higher mode utilization can be achieved by increasing the frequencies or
reducing the fare of the Waterbus, especially on the shared or competing routes
with Abra services.
Figure 8 illustrates the acceptable walking distance for marine service users. Only
21 percent regarded a walking distance of more than 400 m from/to the marine
stations as acceptable. About 71 percent indicated accepting a walking distance
up to 400 m, the dominant acceptable walking distance for marine service users.
In ranking the most important criteria of service effectiveness (Figure 9), trip fare
was the highest ranked, followed by safety. Trip travel time and ease of payment
methods were reported to be the least important criteria of the service.
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Figure 8. Acceptable Walking Distance to Marine Station

Figure 9. Most and Least Important Criteria in Ranking Service Effectiveness
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The willingness to pay a higher fare for service is reported in Figure 10. Nearly 43
percent, 25 percent, and 20 percent of the marine users indicated a willingness
to pay a fare increase of 50 percent, 75 percent, or 100 percent, respectively. The
reported willingness levels are a bit higher for Abra service users. As for Waterbus
users, 33 percent, 15 percent, and 9 percent indicated a willingness to pay for a
fare increase of 50 percent, 75 percent, and 100 percent, respectively. Apparently,
the willingness levels of Waterbus users to pay a fare increase are less than those
of Abra users. This can be explained by the relatively high fare of Waterbus compared to Abra.

Figure 10. Willingness to Pay Increased Fares
Figure 11 illustrates user satisfaction levels for the marine services. The user survey
shows similar satisfaction levels for both Abra and Waterbus service. A total of 84
percent of marine service users were satisfied, 15 percent were partially satisfied,
and only 1 percent were not satisfied with the service.
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Figure 11. Satisfaction Level with the Marine Service
Existing Intermodal Connectivity
With regard to the use of other public transportation modes, Abra users indicated
the use of bus and taxi, while Waterbus users indicated the use of private car and
taxi (Figure 12). The cross-use percentage of Abra and Waterbus is quite minimal
and insignificant; very few Waterbus users use Abra, and the use of Waterbus by
Abra users is quite rare. One possible reason for this low cross-use-percentage is
the rare existence (only for R2 and B4 routes) of a choice between Abra and Waterbus on different routes.

Figure 12. Mode of Transportation Regularly Used by Marine Transport Users
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Figure 13 shows the modes used by passengers to/from the marine stations. More
than 55 percent of total marine service users (both Abra and Waterbus) walk to/
from the station. The percentage of bus usage varies among stations (5 - 35%), with
S2, S3, S1 and S4 the common stations entailing more bus usage (20% or more).
Taxi usage is not as common as bus, with only 5 - 10 percent of trips including taxi
usage.
For all marine stations, around 40 percent of users using public transport confirmed difficulty with using land transportation modes (Figure 14). A total of 60
percent or more of users indicated some degree of difficulty at different stations.
At some stations (e.g., S2), more than 80 percent of users indicated some degree
of difficulty. This reveals the importance of intermodal connectivity of the marine
transport services and other surface public transport modes. All stations showed
problems with connectivity, especially by bus.

Figure 13. Modes of Transportation Used to Reach and Leave
Marine Stations
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Figure 14. Availability of Public Transport (Bus and Taxi)
To/From Marine Stations

Operator Survey
Most Abra operators had good experience with this mode. About 96 percent of
Abra operators had more than one year of operating experience in the UAE, and
89.3 percent had the same experience with the current vessel (Figure 15). Waterbus is a relatively new mode (started in 2007). Only 41.6 percent of Waterbus
operators had more than one year of experience in the UAE, and only 14.3 percent
had more than one year of experience with the current vessel.
Most operators (85% for Abra and 100% for Waterbus) thought the service of
the vessel was good or very good (Figure 16). Most Waterbus operators felt that
the Waterbus is safe. However, only 68 percent of Abra operators indicated good
safety levels, and 14 percent indicated acceptable levels. In general, the Abra safety
level was perceived to be a bit less than that of Waterbus.
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Figure 15. Experience of Marine Transport Operators in the UAE
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Figure 16. Level of Service and Safety of Marine Vessels Indicated
by Operators
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With regard to what measures to implement to make the marine service more
attractive to users (Figure 17), adding newer stations (39%), increasing the frequency of operation (19%), and increasing the comfort level (19%) were indicated.
On the other hand, operators suggested more frequent updates to roster and
operator schedules (47%) and decreasing the service span time (29%).

Figure 17. Measures to Increase Attractiveness of Service
(Users and Operators)
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Additional Discussion of Survey Findings
From the user survey, trip fare was found to be the most important criteria for
service effectiveness (see Figure 9). Respondents also suggested a reduction in fare
for Waterbus service. Some Abra users showed interest in shifting to Waterbus if
the price were reduced by 50 percent. Ahmed et al. (2009) investigated the price
elasticity of Waterbus in Dubai and found it to be elastic. This means that a reduction in the trip fare would increase revenue earnings.
Currently, there is no database of the marine transport system except collected
records of monthly passenger counts. Establishing a database for the marine transport system could assist in better planning, operational, and management aspects
of the system. The database platform could be such that it can support GIS analysis. For example, the authority can use GIS technology to manage routes, define
locations to establish new stations, define influence/catchments areas of each
station, prioritize routes based on demand, etc. Furthermore, interaction with
Google maps can help users choose the routes and plan their journey in advance.
During the study, the authors observed a deficiency of quality waiting areas and
toilet and wash facilities in the stations. This point also was raised by some respondents (users and operators). Users also indicate some difficulties with intermodal
connectivity to and from the marine stations, especially by bus. Improving these
conditions could increase the ridership of current users and may encourage nonusers to start using the marine services.
As previously indicated, one of the limitations of this study was the exclusion of
non-users or prospective users in the survey process. A further study should be
conducted to identify prospective users and find means to increase the ridership
of the marine services. Nonetheless, from the results collected in this study and the
above discussion, the following improvements are suggested:
• Consideration should be given to reducing the service fare for Waterbus.
This service may earn more revenue by reducing the fare.
• The level of comfort for users should be enhanced by providing better
facilities at stations, including better shading and air-conditioned waiting
locations, toilets, and washrooms.
• A database for the marine transport system should be developed that could
be used for planning, operational, and management purposes. The database
platform should support GIS analysis.
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• Initiatives should be undertaken by MA-RTA to develop a good intermodal
connectivity to and from the marine stations, including public bus stops
near stations, more bus routes with good frequency, and more parking
spaces for private cars.

Conclusion
The majority of assessment tools for the operation practice of MA-RTA services
indicated quite acceptable levels of services. Nonetheless, some areas of deficiencies exist. Success of MA-RTA services requires adequate planning and maximization of linkage and connectivity among marine services and land public transport
facilities. While MA-RTA services might not be profitable, they are a critical sector
in complementing all other RTA services. In this perspective, business opportunities of MA-RTA services should be looked at as those that could help reduce the
“marginal” cost on all existing transport services (i.e., marine and land services). A
profitable project is the one whose capital cost plus long-run operational costs are
compromised by the profit of the service itself as well as the overall reductions in
(direct and indirect) costs among all other modes of transportation.
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Abstract
Cleaner and less polluting public transport buses based on alternative fuels are of
paramount importance if cities are to attain their ambitious emissions reduction targets. Public transport buses are high usage vehicles that operate in heavily congested
areas where air quality improvements and reductions in public exposure to harmful
air contaminants are critical. As such, they are good candidates for achieving both
near-term and long-term emission reductions. Decision making for the investment
in alternative fuel buses is dependent on future technological development and
emissions standards, and it is difficult, given the uncertainty in regards to both these
factors. The objective of this paper is to develop an analytical framework that will
give us more insight into the trends in emissions standards as well as technology
development, and eventually translate these insights into a sound investment decision making strategy. This paper concludes that, due to presence of uncertainties,
the decision maker (public transport fleet manager) can take only incremental steps
that will allow him or her to safeguard investments. Furthermore, if policy makers
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are serious about accelerating the diffusion of alternative fuels, they should aim at
creating stable policy environment.

Introduction
Cities around the world have set ambitious emissions reduction targets. The primary environmental objective of any city is to reduce human exposure to harmful pollutants while at the same time not hindering the movement of people.
This objective can be achieved in two ways—reduce the number of vehicles and
reduce the pollution from each vehicle. The number of vehicles can be reduced
by improving public transport and simultaneously encouraging residents to use
public transport instead of driving their personal automobiles. Pollution from
each vehicle can be reduced by promoting the use of alternative fuel vehicles that
have lower emissions. Given the potential of alternative fuels as a clean and safe
energy resource, they can be expected to play a larger role powering the transport
sector in the future. Cleaner and less polluting public transport buses based on
alternative fuels are of paramount importance if cities are to attain their ambitious
emissions reduction targets, as public transport buses are high usage vehicles that
operate in heavily congested areas where air quality improvements and reductions
in public exposure to harmful air contaminants are critical. As such, they are good
candidates for achieving both near-term and long-term emissions reductions, as
many buses are centrally kept and fueled, making the introduction of new technologies and alternative fuels more efficient (Kojima 2001).
This paper establishes the importance of emissions standards and technological
development during the decision making process of procurement of new public
transport buses. A bus has a life expectancy of about 20 years. If the emissions
standards change during the lifespan of a bus and if it can no longer satisfy the
requirements, the bus has to be phased out or upgraded to comply with the
emissions standards requirements—which cost time and money, thus leading to
financial and service losses. The objective of a decision maker while investing is to
optimize the returns of his/her investments—low costs for high returns. Given the
long life span of the buses, a decision maker is faced with a number of uncertainties
while making the investment decision. These uncertainties are related to the progression of the technology development and emissions standards for diesel buses,
i.e., the pace at which they will become more stringent and the development of
technology over time. Numerous strategies can be employed to face this uncertainty (Walker et al. 2001; Kim and Sanders 2002), including delay of decision, do
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further research, implement a flexible solution, implement a robust solution, take
incremental steps by implementing a solution that builds on the existing competencies, etc.
This paper focuses on Brisbane Transport as a case study. The aim is to develop
an analytical framework that will allow insight into both the trends in emissions
standards and technology development, eventually translating these insights into
sound investment decision making. First, the paper discusses the types of uncertainties and their impact on the investment decision making strategy. Second, the
Brisbane Transport case study is introduced. Third, different alternative fuel technologies for public transport buses and their characteristics are discussed. Fourth,
the paper focuses on the trends in emissions standards for public transport buses
and how they affect the public transport fleet manager in their procurement strategy. Finally, recommendations are given with respect to the implications for future
emissions standards trends and the choice of alternative fuel buses for the fleet by
applying this to Brisbane case study.

Impact of uncertainties on investment decision making
The transport sector is capital intensive, and investments are characterized by
longevity of technological components and irreversibility due to the large up-front
sunk costs. In addition, there are different sources of uncertainty that have an
impact on investment decisions, such as the uncertainty about the pace and direction of technological developments and uncertainty about future policy and regulations (Meijer et al. 2007). Technological uncertainty can relate to the technology
itself, to the relation between the technology and the technological system, or
to the availability of alternative technological solutions (both technologies that
are already available as well as technologies that might become available in the
future) (Meijer 2008). Furthermore, uncertainty can emerge about current policy
(e.g., uncertainty about the interpretation or effect of policy, or uncertainty due
to a lack of regulation) or about future changes in policy. Uncertainty about governmental behavior (policies) is also an important cause for political uncertainty
(Meijer 2008) and, as such, can have a detrimental impact on the diffusion of new
alternative fuel technologies. The decision of any actor to invest in alternative fuel
technology buses is highly influenced by governmental policies, which determine
the “rules of the game”; if the policies are uncertain, then it sends wrong signals to
the decision makers and shows that the government is not serious about transition towards sustainability. There are many rules and regulations affecting the
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decision making process, but the most relevant of those that directly affect the
investment decision making is emissions standards (Welsh 2007).
Decision making for procurement of new buses is heavily based on the emissions
standards, as every new bus should comply with the corresponding emissions
standards (AATA 2002; Hao et al. 2006). In case a new bus satisfies the “current
most stringent emissions standards,” then that bus often is selected (Welsh 2007).
What makes the job of the decision maker difficult is the uncertainty regarding
future emissions standards, coupled with the fact that many competing alternative fuel technologies are still unproven and their long term impact is yet unknown
(WSU 2004). A bus has a life expectancy of about 20 years (Welsh 2007); during its
lifespan, if the emissions standards change and the bus can no longer satisfy the
requirements, then it has to be phased out or upgraded to comply with the emissions requirements. The objective of a decision maker while investing is to optimize
the returns of investments – low costs and lower emissions. The new buses should
have to be reliable, efficient, and environmentally-friendly and, at the same time,
be cost effective in terms of purchasing price, operation and maintenance in order
to optimize the taxpayer’s resources. Any decision today could have repercussions
for the next 25 years or so as the life cycle of a regular bus constitutes 20 years in
addition to a lag time of about 4 to 5 years for the process of order and delivery.
In this paper, although we consider that the decision maker is a public transport
fleet manager, at the same time we are aware that these decisions are influenced
by many political players, a characteristic of every public sector governance environment. Decisions to invest in alternative fuel technology are politically sensitive
and influenced by strategic and political reasons (Wüstenhagen et al. 2007). The
analytical framework we propose in this paper has the ability to take into account
factors such as political sensitivity and other external inputs that affects the decision making process; however, to keep this discussion and our recommendations
crisp, we focus only on emissions standards and technological developments. The
aim of the framework is to show that investment decision making is impacted
by both social and technical components. The public transport sector is a sociotechnical system (STS), as it combines social and technical components that interact and function together (Ottens et al. 2006). Social components include actors,
rules, regulations, etc; technical components include machinery, buses, etc. An
analysis of such systems cannot focus only on technological components; equal
relevance should be given to social components (Weijnen et al. 2008; Bauer and
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Herder 2009). It is the interaction between these components that determine the
direction of system development.
Analytical Framework
We use the socio-technical systems perspective to analyze the problem of investment decision making; such perspective allows the collective analysis of the social
and technical components. Our analytical framework as described below is developed to capture the interactions within the transport sector. The framework analyzes technology, actors and rules—technology refers to the physical network such
as machinery, buses, engines, etc; actors refer to the presence of the multi-actor
network; and rules refer to regulations and standards. Rules can be classified as formal and informal rules. Formal rules include operational standards (interoperability, process), technical standards (engineering practices), organizational standards
(management styles), environmental standards (such as emission limit values),
etc. Informal rules include norms, cultures, traditions, etc. Rules are not mere constructs but part of the system; standards co-evolve during the development of the
socio-technical systems, and they change or are changed as system functionalities
are modified. As shown in the Figure 1, the analytical framework accentuates the
interactions within the various components of an STS. For example, actors create
rules and, at the same time, the behavior of the actors is more or less governed by
rules; technology development is constrained by the prevailing system of rules, and
rules are shaped by the current technology status; and, finally, actors create and
manage technology and, at the same time, technology influences actor behavior.
All the three components of a socio-technical system are interdependent; actors,
rules and technology interact with each other for the proper functioning of an
STS. This implies that the actors’ decision making is influenced by both the rules
and the technology. As discussed earlier, the aim of this paper is to provide recommendations to the decision maker while investing in alternative fuel technology
buses. To gather insight into this decision making process, we apply our analytical
framework to a case study, Brisbane Transport.
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Figure 1. Interactions within a Socio-Technical System

Brisbane Transport case study
The Brisbane City Council predicts huge population growth in Brisbane, especially
in the suburbs. With population growth comes more traffic, more vehicles, more
emissions; hence, the Brisbane City Council in its Living in Brisbane 2026—Vision
for Brisbane and Climate Change and Energy Taskforce—A Call for Action documents identified safe, reliable and clean public transport as a means to keep Brisbane’s air clean and reduce green house gas emissions to counteract the impacts
of climate change (Brisbane-Council 2006).
Brisbane Transport is a business unit of the Brisbane City Council, operating suburban and urban bus services in the Brisbane metro area. The current Brisbane transport fleet is 1053 buses (as of Jan 2010) (www.brisbanetransport.info/fleetlist.php).
The fleet has a balance of CNG (compressed natural gas) and diesel buses (ratio
60:40). Since the year 2000, only CNG buses have joined the fleet. In line with the
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above mentioned 2026 Vision documents, Brisbane Transport has formulated two
strategies to achieve the 2026 vision for Brisbane: increase bus patronage from the
existing 67 million to 110 million and add cleaner (i.e., lower emissions) buses to
the fleet. Brisbane Transport has estimated that a fleet of 1,785 buses will allow it
to reach its 2026 patronage targets (Brisbane-Council 2007). About 85 new buses
should join the fleet every year in order to have 1,785 buses in 2026. This number
accounts for the older buses that will be withdrawn after 20 years of service life.
Hence, about 1,500 new buses will be joining the fleet from 2010 until 2026.

Overview of alternative fuel technologies for buses
There are numerous alternative fuel technologies for public transport buses available in the market; most notable are clean diesel buses, compressed natural gas
(CNG) buses, hythane buses, hybrid buses and fuel cell buses powered by pure
hydrogen (AATA 2002; WSU 2004). In this section, we discuss, compare and contrast these technologies.
Clean Diesel Buses
There have been tremendous innovations in diesel engine technology over the
past few years—for example, advanced engine electronic combustion control,
fuel injection systems and turbochargers to optimize performance and lower
the emissions (Gifford 2003). Advanced low-sulphur fuels are available in the
market. These cleaner diesel fuels produce lower emissions and enable advanced
emissions treatment systems (catalysts and filters). Lower amount of sulphur in
diesel fuel enables catalytic converters to be used, which, in turn, lower carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and hydrocarbon (HC) emissions. Emissions treatment such as particulate filters and oxidation catalysts reduce emissions
of ozone-forming compounds (NOx and HC) and trap and eliminate particulate
matter (PM) (Gifford 2003; Kassel and Bailey 2004). Currently, diesel emissions
are reduced by turbo-charging, after-cooling, high pressure fuel injection, retarding injection timing and optimizing combustion chamber design. Turbochargers
reduce both NOx and PM emissions by approximately 33 percent when compared
to naturally-aspirated engines. Combustion chamber improvements and air-fuel
injection advancements are ongoing in the industry and result in improved fuel
economy and emission reductions (WSU 2004). As diesel engine improvements
have already reached their limit, NOx and PM emission control requires aftertreatment devices to satisfy new, stringent emissions standards.
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CNG Buses
Natural gas (NG) has been proposed as a much cleaner alternative to conventional
diesel. Consisting primarily of methane and other light hydrocarbons, natural gas
does not contain hydrocarbons that form harmful emissions. In fact, the principal
source of particulate emissions from natural gas vehicles is the combustion of
lubricant. Replacing heavy-duty diesel vehicles with CNG equivalents is one option
for reducing vehicular particulate emissions dramatically (DOE 2002; Tzeng et al.
2005). Many cities have started investing in CNG buses. For example, cities such
as Mumbai and Delhi have completely shifted their fleet from diesel buses to CNG
buses (Yedla and Shrestha 2003); for cities in developing countries such as India,
CNG buses offers low emissions and cost-effective public transport.
Hythane Buses
CNG buses are looked upon as a potential alternative to diesel buses – they are
less polluting and the fuel is widely available. However, in an effort to reduce their
pollutants further, CNG buses can be converted to run on hythane (Bauer and Forest 2001). Mixtures of hydrogen and natural gas are considered viable alternative
fuels to lower overall pollutant emissions but suffer from problems associated with
on-board storage of hydrogen, resulting in limited vehicle range (Nagalingam et al.
1983; Karim et al. 1996). Hythane, a patented product, is a mixture of 20 percent by
volume of H2 and 80 percent methane (Hythane 2007). The laboratory for Transport Technology at University of Gent in Belgium has done considerable research
on the suitability of hythane for public transport buses. In its experiment, a city
bus with an adapted MAN CNG engine was tested on a chassis dynamometer at
four speeds (30, 50, 70 and 80 km/h) with natural gas and hythane (HydroThane
2004). The same load conditions at the same speed were realized for the two fuels
so that exhaust emissions concentrations can be compared. The averages over the
four speeds of the exhaust gas concentrations with hythane as a fuel compared to
natural gas are 66 percent reduction of unburned hydrocarbons (HC), 32 percent
reduction of nitrogen oxides (NOx), 17 percent reduction of carbon monoxide
(CO), and 13 percent reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2). Experiments at the University of Lund and City of Malmo gave similar results for hythane (Ridell 2005).
There are many cities in the world that are experimenting with hythane, such as
the Beijing Hythane Bus Project, whose demonstration phase will be to adapt 30
natural gas engines for hythane operation (Ortenzi et al. 2007).
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Hybrid Buses
An emerging alternative to conventional diesel engines is electric hybrid bus technology. Hybrid buses typically use an electric drive coupled in series or operating in
parallel with a combustion engine and traction battery. Hybrid technology allows
the use of a smaller internal combustion engine that is designed to operate near
its optimum efficiency, thereby minimizing engine emissions and maximizing fuel
economy. Typically, a hybrid system also employs regenerative braking, which
transforms kinetic energy into electric energy, again improving fuel economy. To
a fleet operator, hybrid technology is attractive because it does not require the
development of new refueling infrastructure or modifications to existing maintenance areas (WSU 2004; Tzeng et al. 2005).
Fuel Cell Buses
Fuel cell buses run on hydrogen, which can be stored on board in high pressure cylinders or could be produced on board through natural gas or methanol. There are
many cities in the world currently experimenting with fuel cell buses; for example,
the Clean Urban Transport for Europe (CUTE) is a European Union project that
saw the development and testing of 27 hydrogen fuel cell buses, three in each of
nine cities in Europe (CUTE). This technology is still in its experimental phase; it
will be few years before it is commercialized. The main advantage of using fuel cell
buses is zero tailpipe emissions, but there are many drawbacks. Obtaining hydrogen fuel is difficult, as hydrogen does not exist in free form in nature. Hydrogen has
to be produced from either natural gas or electrolysis that makes it an expensive
fuel. Bus prices are currently exorbitant compared to other alternative fuel buses,
thus putting this technology out of reach of many public transport authorities
(Tzeng et al. 2005).
Table 1 summarizes the comparative assessment of different alternative fuel technologies. The criteria for analysis is maturity of technology, cost of production and
operation, safety and performance. As can be seen in the table, hybrid and fuel cell
technologies are the cleanest and have the highest potential to reduce emissions.
Yet, at this point, they are in the development phase and long-term reliability is
yet unknown. This, coupled with the fact that they are exorbitantly expensive,
makes them an unattractive choice. CNG technology is quite clean and over the
years has proved efficient in reducing emissions when compared to diesel buses.,
Given their affordability and reliability, many cities around the world are moving
to CNG buses. To further reduce emissions from CNG buses, hydrogen could be
added to CNG to create hythane buses. This combines the strengths of both CNG
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and hydrogen technologies. Hythane is a good transition technology; it has the
potential to reduce emissions compared to CNG, while, at the same time, costs
of implementing this option are comparable to CNG buses. Diesel technology
already has reached its efficiency limits, and further reductions of NOx and PM
emissions from diesel buses will require expensive tailpipe solutions. In the long
run, if emissions standards get more stringent, then diesel buses will have difficulty
in meeting their requirements.
Table 1. Comparison of Different Alternative Fuel Technologies

Sources: CleanAirNet; DOE 2002; WSU 2004; Clark et al. 2007

The next section provides an overview of current emissions standards for public
transport buses. Currently, emissions standards for buses are based on diesel technologies. Alternative fuel technologies are new, and emissions standards tailored
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for their performance are yet to evolve. For example, at this point, alternative fuel
buses such as CNG have to satisfy equivalent diesel bus emissions standards.

Emissions from diesel buses and emissions standards
Emissions from diesel engines are the byproducts of the combustion of the fuel.
As per a British Petroleum (BP) fact sheet, for every 1kg of diesel burned, there
is about 1.1kg of water (as vapor/steam) and 3.2kg of carbon dioxide produced.
Unfortunately, as there is no 100 percent combustion, there is also a small amount
of byproduct of incomplete combustion: carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and
soot or smoke. In addition, the high temperatures that occur in the combustion
chamber promote an unwanted reaction between nitrogen and oxygen from the
air. This results in various oxides of nitrogen, commonly called NOx (BP 2002). Figure 2 shows the composition of different gases in diesel engine exhaust. Exhaust
from the public transport buses typically contains:
• Particulate matter (PM) – soot
• Nitrogen oxides (NOx) – lung irritant and smog.
• Carbon monoxide (CO) – poisonous gas
• Hydrocarbons (HC) – smog
• Carbon Dioxide (CO2) – Greenhouse gas

Figure 2. Exhaust from diesel buses
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Particulate matter is the general term for the mixture of solid particles and liquid
droplets found in the air. Particulate matter includes dust, dirt, soot, smoke and
liquid droplets. It can be emitted into the air from natural and manmade sources,
such as windblown dust, motor vehicles, construction sites, factories and fires.
NOx emissions produce a wide variety of health and welfare effects. NOx can
irritate the lungs and lower resistance to respiratory infection (such as influenza).
NOx emissions are an important precursor to acid rain that may affect both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. CO is the product of the incomplete combustion
of carbon-containing compounds (Cohen 2005). CO contributes to green house
gas effects and global warming. HC comprises unburned hydrocarbons in the fuel;
it contributes to smog (blue haze over heavily populated cities). Although CO2
emissions are more than 75 percent of the total emissions, and it is a green house
gas (GHG) and has a huge global warming potential, it is still not mandatorily regulated by emissions standards. This will be elaborated further in the next section.
Emissions Standards
Emissions standards are minimum compliance requirements that set the upper
limits for the amount of pollutants a vehicle can emit into the air. Emissions
standards for heavy duty diesel vehicles generally limit the exhaust emissions of
four pollutants (DieselNet; Walsh 2000): nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM), hydrocarbons (HC), and carbon monoxide (CO). Carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions correlate to the fuel efficiency of the vehicle and are not limited by emissions standards. For example, the current European emissions standards do not set
limits for CO2 emissions—CO2 is controlled through voluntary agreements with
the automobile manufacturers. Australian public transport buses are subject to
European Union (EU) emissions standards. They are a set of requirements outlining the limits for tailpipe exhaust emissions for new vehicles sold in Australia. The
emissions standards are defined in a series of EU directives—emissions standards
for new heavy-duty diesel engines are commonly referred to as Euro I through
Euro V (DieselNet). Euro I standards were introduced in 1992, as shown in Figure
3, over the period 1992-2008; the permissible NOx emission limits have reduced
by 75, PM limits have reduced by over 97 percent, HC limits have reduced by 58
percent, and CO limits have reduced by 67 percent. Currently, Australian public
transport buses should satisfy Euro IV standards (DOTARS ; DOTARS 2004).
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Figure 3. Changes in Emissions Limits, as a % of 1992 Limits
Results of the current stricter emissions standards could be witnessed within
the next 15-20 years. As can be seen in Figure 4, over the next 10 years, NOx,
PM, HC and CO are projected to decrease in Australia, but CO2 concentration is
forecasted to increase in the future (Walsh 2000; Schulte-Braucks 2006). Improvements in diesel technology and fuels have made this possible, and this transition
has resulted in heavy-duty diesel engines that are more reliable, durable and less
polluting than the diesel engines of the past (Scheinberg 1999). On the other
hand, carbon dioxide emissions from road transport are forecasted to increase
in the future due to increases in the number of vehicles. Carbon dioxide is not
regulated through emissions standards; carbon dioxide emissions are a function
of the vehicle’s fuel efficiency, which is regulated with voluntary agreements with
vehicle manufacturers.
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Figure 4. Projected Emissions for Key Pollutants for Australia

Discussion
CNG buses are inherently clean and are capable of reducing emissions, but, considering the 2026 clean air targets, Brisbane Trasnport should invest in hythane buses.
Hythane buses will allow Brisbane Transport to considerably lower NOx and GHG
emissions at only a marginally higher cost than CNG buses. Existing CNG buses
can be easily converted to hythane buses with minor modifications. Natural gas
regulators and carburetors are converted with only minor modifications, such as
change of spring to accommodate the lighter gas (Nagalingam et al. 1983). Current hybrid and fuel cell bus technology is still immature and entails high investment costs for these buses. Although hybrid buses have higher fuel efficiency, the
technology is undeveloped and has high maintenance and repair costs that do
not warrant the investment in such expensive technology. Fuel cell and hydrogen
buses are in their infancy and experimental phase—hence, huge investments in
this technology should be avoided at this time unless subsidized by the Australian
or Queensland government. The decision making process outlined in this research
indicates that Brisbane Transport should invest in hythane buses for the future.
Given the uncertainties about future policies and technology development, the
hythane option entails incremental steps that build upon existing proven CNG
technology. Also, hythane buses can use the existing CNG infrastructure with
minor modifications. Brisbane Transport would be well positioned to convert its
older CNG bus fleet into hythane with the introduction of stricter emissions stan128
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dards, as hythane buses are better poised to deal with the uncertainties in future
emissions standards.

Conclusion
Emissions standards can create incentives for the transition towards sustainability.
Over the years, as emissions standards have become more stringent, bus manufacturers and fuel producers have developed numerous innovations (advanced engine
electronic combustion control, fuel injection systems, and turbochargers to optimize performance) to increase thermal efficiency and reduce emissions in order
to comply with the standards. Looking at the trends in emissions, it is observed
that the aggregate amount of PM, NOx, CO and HC (mandatorily controlled by
emissions standards) in the air due to transport has reduced over the years and
is forecasted to further reduce, in spite of increases in number of vehicles. The
framework developed in this paper gives insight into the interactions between the
actors, rules and technology components of the transport sector and highlights
the way policies affect technology development and actor decision making. Due
to the uncertainties about future policy rules, the decision makers should take
incremental steps (build on the existing competencies) to safeguard investments.
Hence, we recommend an incremental change by investing in hythane technology
buses for Brisbane Transport, as this will safeguard investments for the decision
makers in the short term. If the government aims at accelerating the diffusion
of alternative fuel technologies, it should create a stable policy framework. Such
a policy framework would give an idea to the decision makers about the future
progression of rules and regulations. As seen from the case study, voluntary agreements to reduce CO2 have so far been unsuccessful; future emissions standards
should aim at mandating CO2 emissions.
Although decision making for the procurement of new buses is an important
issue for transit authorities to achieve future environmental targets, little research
has been done to date to assist the fleet manager in making these procurement
decisions. This research aims to bridge this gap in the literature. The decision
making process outlined in this research, based on forecasting, trend analysis and
technology assessment, is adaptable to other types of infrastructure decisions
to enable strategic procurement. We understand that there is a larger scope for
improvement in terms of future research; this research was done for the Brisbane
Transport and is by no means comprehensive, as it ignores many other sources of
uncertainty and limitations faced by a decision maker during procurement. Future
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research should be more comprehensive and could build on the analytical framework discussed in this paper to develop a decision making tool for the benefit of
public transport authorities.
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